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EDITORIAL

Liver volumetry: Is imaging reliable? Personal experience
and review of the literature
Mirko D’Onofrio, Riccardo De Robertis, Emanuele Demozzi, Stefano Crosara, Stefano Canestrini,
Roberto Pozzi Mucelli
proposed. It is widespread among non-radiologists the
use of independent software for an off-site volumetric
analysis, performed on digital imaging and communications in medicine images with their own personal computer, but very few studies have provided a validation
of these methods. Moreover, while the pre-transplantation volumetric assessment is fundamental, it remains
unclear whether it should be routinely performed in all
patients undergoing liver resection. In this editorial the
role of imaging in the estimation of liver volume is discussed, providing a review of the most recent literature
and a brief personal series of correlations between liver
volumes and resection specimens’ weight, in order to
assess the precision of the volumetric CT evaluation.
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Abstract

Key words: Liver; Hepatectomy; Ultrasound; Computed
tomography; Magnetic resonance imaging

The amount of the future liver remnant volume is fundamental for hepato-biliary surgery, representing an
important potential risk-factor for the development of
post-hepatectomy liver failure. Despite this, there is
no uniform consensus about the amount of hepatic
parenchyma that can be safely resected, nor about the
modality that should be chosen for this evaluation. The
pre-operative evaluation of hepatic volume, along with
a precise identification of vascular and biliar anatomy
and variants, are therefore necessary to reduce surgical complications, especially for extensive resections.
Some studies have tried to validate imaging methods
[ultrasound, computed tomography (CT), magnetic
resonance imaging] for the assessment of liver volume,
but there is no clear evidence about the most accurate
method for this evaluation. Furthermore, this volumetric evaluation seems to have a certain degree of error,
tending to overestimate the actual hepatic volume,
therefore some conversion factors, which should give
a more reliable evaluation of liver volume, have been

WJR|www.wjgnet.com

Core tip: Imaging plays a fundamental role in the preoperative volumetric evaluation of patients undergoing
liver resection or transplantation. It seems that computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging
are reliable and substantially equivalent for this evaluation. Automatic or semi-automatic methods are efficient
and less time-consuming than manual tracing methods.
Further studies are needed to definitely evaluate the
accuracy of commercially available software for liver
volumetry.
D’Onofrio M, De Robertis R, Demozzi E, Crosara S, Canestrini S,
Pozzi Mucelli R. Liver volumetry: Is imaging reliable? Personal
experience and review of the literature. World J Radiol 2014; 6(4):
62-71 Available from: URL: http://www.wjgnet.com/1949-8470/
full/v6/i4/62.htm DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.4329/wjr.v6.i4.62
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the measured volumes all significantly correlated with the
true volumes, with significant intraobserver and interobserver reproducibility. Despite the relative widespread
availability of 3DUS probes and a considerable refinement of this technique in recent years, ultrasound has
not universally proven to be successful for 3D evaluation
of the liver, because of well-known limits, both physical and related to a variable reproducibility of the exam,
which mainly depends on the skill of the examiner[28-30].
The use of more objective methods as computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
seems therefore fundamental, especially for the planning
of more extensive resections, such as liver transplants or
major hepatectomies. These two imaging techniques in
fact showed a very good accuracy in the estimation of
the graft dimensions before transplant[31] and in providing a precise quantification of the pre-operative liver
volumes[32-34]. Itoh et al[35] stated that the meticulous preoperative evaluation based on volumetric analysis of 3D
CT images, together with improved surgical techniques,
were fundamental to achieve “zero mortality” and minimized intraoperative blood loss in this 300 hepatic resections series. Regarding liver transplantation, Ringe et al[36]
emphasized the role of CT, reporting that this method
of imaging of the liver, in combination with dedicated
software, plays a key role in the evaluation of candidates
for liver donor transplantation: based on the results of
liver CT volumetry, 31% of the candidates of this series
were excluded as donors. Lee et al[37] reported the usefulness of semi automated liver MR volumetry using hepatobiliary phase gadoxetic acid-enhanced images with the
quadratic MR image division to measure liver volume in
potential living liver donors; the average volume measurement error of the semi automated MR volumetry was
2.35% ± 1.22%. Zappa et al[38] applied CT volumetry to
the evaluation of total and segmental liver regeneration
after hepatectomy: CT was able to identify even segmental regeneration, reporting a 64% increase in liver volume
from the future remnant 7 d after hepatectomy. CT imaging can be useful also to evaluate volumetric modifications after the induction of liver hypertrophy prior to
surgery: Ulla et al[39] reported that CT volumetry, being
able to calculate the mean absolute future-liver-remnant
(FLR) and FLR/total liver volume (TLV) ratio before
and after surgery, plays a key role in decision-making,
monitoring and predicting liver hypertrophy pre- and
post-operatively; in particular, if the enlargement of the
FLR is as expected 6 d after surgery on CT examination,
a second-step surgery can be safely performed. It has
been reported by Vienne et al[40] that CT volumetry is also
important prior to endoscopic biliary drainage, in order
to estimate the volume of liver to drain: the main factor
associated with drainage effectiveness was a liver volume
drained of more than 50%. Kalkmann et al[41] has proposed the use of CT-based liver volumetry as a parameter
to assess therapy response in patients with advanced liver
metastasis, reporting that progressive disease led to larger
median liver volume variations than partial remission or

INTRODUCTION
The increased knowledge of anatomical structures and
liver function, the development of new surgical techniques, the improvements in chemotherapy and anesthesiological management made possible during recent
years has increased the successful performance of liver
resections, with mortality decreased to less than 5%; even
more extensive hepatic resections are nowadays routinely
successfully performed[1,2]. The pre-operative hepatic
volumetry has become fundamental for hepato-biliary
surgery[3-5]; it is widely accepted that the future liver remnant volume (FLRV) is an important potential risk-factor
for the development of post-hepatectomy liver failure
(PHLF), which is associated with an increase of postoperative complications and with a longer hospitalization.
PHLF is the standardized term to define the post-surgical
acquired deterioration of the synthetics, excretory and
detoxifying functions of the liver; this syndrome is characterized by an increase of the international normalized
ratio values and of serum bilirubin levels from the fifth
post-operative day[6]. This syndrome has a reported incidence of 1.2%-32%[7-9]. As mentioned above, the posthepatectomy mortality reported in recent years varies
between 0% and 5% and the onset of PHLF remains the
main cause[10-12]. Factors that contribute to the onset of
PHLF can be divided into three groups: patient-related
factors (age, diabetes, obesity)[13,14]; parenchyma-related
factors (cirrhosis, cholestasis, steatosis, chemotherapy
effects)[15-17]; surgery-related factors (bleeding, ischemiareperfusion damage, sepsis, insufficient FLRV)[18-21]. With
hepatic resection an amount of liver parenchyma is lost,
and in the remnant hepatocytes arise both regeneration
and necrosis. The remnant liver must therefore be able
to overcome the necrosis, preserving or recovering an
adequate synthetic ability[22]; as a consequence, there must
be an adequate and functional FLRV to avoid PHLF[23].
Despite this, there is no uniform consensus among hepatic surgeons on the amount of liver volume that can be
safely resected, with a wide range of reported values[24,25].
Guglielmi et al[24] reported that in patients with “healthy”
liver (absence of hepatic diffuse disease, normal functionality tests) the limit of FLRV% for a safe resection
varies between 20% and 30%, while in patients with underlying hepatic disease (cirrhosis, cholestasis, steatosis)
the critical FLRV% value rise up to 30%-40%.

IMAGING: WHICH MODALITY SHOULD
BE CHOSEN?
Many studies have tried to validate different imaging
techniques for liver volumetry, but there is no clear evidence about the most accurate method for this evaluation. Kitajima et al[26] reported the possibility of performing liver volumetry by means of conventional ultrasound,
with good correlation with the volume of the actual
specimen; Xu et al[27] reported the usefulness of the threedimensional ultrasound (3DUS) volumetric evaluation:
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stable disease. Literature seems to provide a substantial
equivalence between CT and MRI for liver volume estimation, but it must be otherwise noted that there is a bias
related to a higher amount of published papers regarding CT-based volumetry. For example, Aoyama et al[34]
proposed a manual segmentation technique that requires
the tracing of 4 images, which showed a high linear correlation with the conventional manual tracing technique
(r = 0.98; slope 0.97; P < 0.001), and does not depend
on imaging modalities, so both MRI and CT images
can be used. Kianmanesh et al[42] described a technique
based on CT measurements of liver angles (the so-called
angulometry) that can be used to predict liver ratios on
both CT and MRI slices. Angulometry was described as
simple and accurate (mean ± SD percentages of the TLV
in angulometry and volumetry: 25% ± 4% and 20% ±
3%, respectively, with P < 0.05; mean ± SD overestimation of the percentage of the TLV in angulometry: 2.7%
± 7.0%). Numminen et al[43] stated that 3D liver models,
which can be reconstructed both from modified discrete
cosine transform and MRI data, improve the surgeon’s
knowledge of liver anatomy and made even more complicated liver resections safe. Despite the reported accuracy, the volumetric evaluation performed both with CT
and MRI seems to have a certain degree of error, tending
to overestimate the actual hepatic volume in respect to
the intra-operative volumetric evaluation, probably due
to intra-operative loss of blood, as proposed by Niehues
et al[44]: median liver density in his series was 1.07 g/mL.
Regression analysis showed a high correlation between
CT volumetry and water displacement (r = 0.985), but
CT volumetry was found to be 13% higher than water
displacement volumetry (P < 0.0001): the only relevant
factor leading to this difference seemed to be blood
perfusion. For these reasons, some authors have proposed the use of conversion factors and formulas, which
should standardize imaging volumetry, providing a more
realistic evaluation of liver volume[45,46]. Tongyoo et al[47],
for example, proposed a formula that combined sonographic portal vein diameters measurement and CT liver
volumetry, providing a precise donor screening for graft
size adequacy. Sakei et al[48] proposed another formula to
calculate the standard liver volume of children undergoing liver transplantation (standard liver volume = 689.9 ×
body surface area - 24.7), using CT images as a reference.
Li et al[49] proposed the use of an equation (intraoperative
weight = 0.844 × preoperative CT volume + 5.271) that
can be useful to predict the actual graft weight (r = 0.885).
Ribero et al[50] reported that the use of an estimated TLV,
measured on the basis of correlation existing with body
surface area (-794.41 + 1267.28 × body surface area), can
identify about 11% of patients in whom liver volumetry
directly calculated by CT images underestimates the risk
of hepatic insufficiency. Chun et al[51] assessed the usefulness of future liver remnant calculation by means of
CT standardized to body weight or body surface area,
reporting a strong correlation for both measurements (r
= 0.98). Vauthey[52] stated that the CT-based calculation
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of future liver remnant to TLV ratio by using a formula
based on body surface area (liver volume = 706 × body
surface area + 2.4) can provide a precise assessment of
the future remnant before resection, and this is also useful in evaluating response to portal vein embolization.
Müller et al[53] tested different measurement algorithms
to predict TLV and reported that the analysis of 3D CT
volumetry showed good correlation between the actual
and the calculated liver volume in all tested algorithms;
the Heidelberg algorithm reduced the measuring error
with deviations of only 1.2%. Kayashima et al[54] created
an age-adjusted formula using regression analysis retrospectively in 167 donors: 70.767 + (0.703 × graft volume
estimated with 3D CT volumetry) + (1.298 × donor age).
The mean reported error ratio for the age-adjusted formula (9.6%) was significantly lower than that from 3D
CT (14%).

IMAGING: HOW TO CALCULATE LIVER
VOLUME?
Various methods have been developed to calculate hepatic volume using CT or MR images. The first proposed
method was the manual tracing of the entire liver, but
despite a relative precision it was a very time-consuming
technique[55-57]. More recently, automatic or semiautomatic
segmentation techniques, for example using mathematical models based on histogram cluster analysis, were
introduced[58]. Suzuki et al[59] developed an automated
liver extraction scheme for measuring volumes at CT and
compared the automated volumetric assessment based
on this scheme with the findings at interactive volumetry
performed with commercially available assist software
and with manual volumetry, considered as the reference
standard. The values obtained with automated and interactive CT liver volumetry agreed with the values obtained
with manual volumetry (intra-class correlation coefficient
= 0.94 and 0.96); automated volumetry required substantially less user time (less than 1 min/case) than manual
volumetry (approximately 40 min/case) and interactive
volumetry (approximately 30 min/case). With reference
to liver transplantation, Radtke et al[60] described and
validated a modus 3D volumetry based on unenhanced
CT images, which accurately accounted for intrahepatic
vascular volumes and offered a precise virtual model of
individualized operative conditions for each potential live
liver donor. Nakayama et al[61] proposed an automated
method to obtain liver volumetry on CT images with
good correlation with in vivo measured volumes (r = 0.792)
in patients awaiting living related liver transplantation.
Soyer et al[62] reported that there is a significant correlation (r = 0.767, P < 0.001) between hepatic height and
hepatic volume, thus suggesting that hepatic height can
be used to quickly predict hepatic volume, thus avoiding
time-consuming evaluations as the manual segmentation.
Kim et al[63] reported that the automated measurement of
blood-free volume must be performed at automated CT
volumetry in live liver donors; this parameter is more ac-
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curate than the ratio between blood-filled volume/1.22
in estimation of hepatic weight. From a technical point
of view, it seems fundamental to use thin-section images,
as reported by Hori et al[64]: liver volumes calculated from
2.5-mm-thick or thicker images resulted significantly
smaller than liver volumes calculated from 3D images. If
a maximum error of 5% in the calculated graft volume
will not have a significant clinical impact, 5-mm-thick images are acceptable for CT volumetry, but if the impact is
significant, 3D images could be essential. Luciani et al[65]
reported that both manual and automated multiphase
CT-based volume measurements were strongly correlated
to liver volume (r = 0.87 and 0.90, respectively), but automated segmentation was significantly more rapid than
manual segmentation (mean time: 16 ± 5 and 86 ± 3 s,
respectively). Suzuki et al[66] developed a general framework for liver segmentation in both CT and MRI, using
an anisotropic diffusion filter to reduce noise, a scale-specific gradient magnitude filter to enhance liver boundaries, a fast-marching algorithm to roughly determine liver
boundaries, and a geodesic-active-contour model coupled
with a level-set algorithm to refine the initial boundaries. The comparison of this computer volumetry with
“gold standard” manual volumetry reported an excellent
agreement (intra-class correlation coefficient = 0.94 and
0.98, respectively), with smaller average user time for
computer volumetry. The usefulness of geodesic active
contour segmentation was already reported[67]: in this
series, the computer-estimated liver volumetrics agreed
excellently with the gold-standard manual volumetrics
(intraclass correlation coefficient = 0.95) with no statistically significant difference. The average accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and percent volume error were 98.4%,
91.1%, 99.1%, and 7.2%, respectively. Zhou et al[68] tested
three semiautomatic algorithms: 2D region growing with
knowledge-based constraints, 2D voxel classification
with propagational learning and Bayesian rule-based 3D
region growing, reporting a promising overall performance of the first two methods. The use of independent
software for an off-site volumetric analysis is also widespread, mainly among non-radiologists, performed on
digital imaging and communications in medicine images
with their own personal computer, but very few studies provided a validation of these evaluation methods,
comparing, for example, their results to the volumetric
analysis performed by the radiologist who performed
imaging[69,70]. For example, Dello et al[69] compared ImageJ
(http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/download.html) and OsiriX
(http://www.osirix-viewer.com) in performing prospective CT volumetric analysis of the liver on a personal
computer in patients undergoing major liver resection,
reporting a significant correlation between the measured
weights of resection specimens and the volumes calculated prospectively with ImageJ and OsiriX (r = 0.89 and r
= 0.83, respectively) and a significant correlation between
the volumes measured with radiological software and the
volumes measured with ImageJ and OsiriX (r = 0.93 and
r = 0.95, respectively). van der Vorst et al[70] assessed the
accuracy of OsiriX (http://www.osirix-viewer.com) CT
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volumetry for predicting liver resection volume (RV) and
FLVR in patients undergoing partial hepatectomy, and
found significant correlations between these data and the
weight and volume of the resected specimens (r = 0.95).
Lu et al[71] reported that the hepatic volume calculation
obtained with graphic software was reliable, despite the
significant disadvantage in digitalization of CT films and
manually copying pixel values.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE
Materials and methods
A radiologist (M.D.) with 10 years of experience in abdominal imaging, blinded to the actual type of resection
and to the final diagnosis, retrospectively reviewed the
preoperative CT of all patients with primary liver malignancy (hepatocellular carcinoma or cholangiocarcinoma)
that underwent resection of two or more liver segments
in the last two years in our liver surgery unit. After reviewing CT, an on-site volumetric analysis was performed,
using the post-processing application of our CT workstation (Liver Analysis; Extended Brilliance Workstation,
Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). The volumetric
data were compared with those obtained at an off-site
analysis by the hepatic surgeon (A.R.), with ten years of
experience in liver surgery, with an independent off-site
post-processing software (OsiriX, www.osirix-viewer.
com) on his personal computer; to assess the reliability of
the two methods, the RVs obtained with the two analysis
methods were then compared with the actual weights of
surgical specimen. The patients that underwent surgical
resection for liver metastases, as well as those with benign
liver tumors, were excluded from the study, because of
the possibility of performing atypical resections, whose
margins and whose extent cannot be accurately reproduced. Other exclusion criteria were: a pre-operative CT
performed in another hospital, to avoid bias deriving
from the use of a different scan protocol; the absence of
weight data of the surgical specimens. Using these criteria, 14 patients were excluded from the study, 6/14 for
a pre-operative CT scan performed in another hospital,
8/14 for the absence of weight data of the surgical specimens. Twenty-two patients were included in this study,
10/22 (45.5%) with hepatocellular carcinoma and 12/22
(54.5%) with cholangiocarcinoma (8/12 hilar cholangiocarcinoma; 4/12 peripheral cholangiocarcinoma).
All exams were performed with a multidetector CT
scanner (Brilliance 64, Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands), before and after intravenous administration
of a iodine contrast medium at a concentration of 370
mg/L (Ultravist 370, BayerScheringPharma AG, Berlin,
Germany) through an antecubital vein of the arm, using
an automatic double-syringe injector (Stellant, MedRad,
Indianola, PA, United States) at a flow rate of 3-4 mL/s,
followed by a bolus of 50 mL of saline at the same flow
rate; the contrast medium amount was tailored to the
patient’s weight, injecting 15 mL/kg of contrast medium.
Positive oral contrast-medium was never administered.
In all cases a quadriphasic examination was performed,
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Figure 1 Using a semi-automatic method liver analysis application provides a 3D and a multi-planar reconstruction of the liver. A case of hilar cholangiocarcinoma involving the left hepatic duct, with marked hypotrophy of the left lobe (type Ⅲb according to the Bismuth-Corlette classification) (A) and a case of hepatocarcinoma in segments 4-5-8 (B) are shown.

The FLRV value was calculated both as an absolute value
expressed in cubic centimeters, both as a percentage
(FLRV%): for extra-hepatic lesions (i.e., hilar cholangiocarcinoma; the FLRV% was directly calculated as the
ratio between FLRV and TLV), while for intra-hepatic
lesions the FLRV% was indirectly calculated, first obtaining the actual TLV (ATLV) value, calculated as the difference between TLV and TV, because intra-hepatic lesions
represent a non-functioning hepatic portion, which must
not be included in the FLRV% value. The surgical specimen’s weight was used as the reference standard for the
RV measurement, assuming that 1 g of parenchyma was
equal to 1 cc; despite some authors[72] having reported
that CT overestimates hepatic volume in comparison
with the immersion of the surgical specimen in water,
used for the ex vivo intraoperative volume measurement
according to Archimedes’ principle. This approximation
is acceptable because we considered it as the same for
the two analysis methods. The Bland-Altman method
was used to test the difference (delta) between the values
obtained with the two methods against their average. The
Pearson’s correlation test was used to assess the correlation between the estimated RV and the weight of surgical
specimens. The statistical analysis was performed with
GraphPad Prism 5.03.

R
10 CM

Figure 2 For intra-hepatic masses the manual segmentation of the lesion
is needed. A huge hepatocarcinoma (arrowhead) in segments 4-8-5 is shown.

using a bolus tracking technique: a pre-contrastographic
scan of the upper abdomen; an arterial phase scan of the
upper abdomen, performed 15 s after the reach of the
aortic enhancement threshold (120 HU); a portal/venous
phase scan of the entire abdomen, performed 70 s after
the administration of the contrast media; and a delayed
phase scan of the upper abdomen, performed 180 s after the administration of contrast media; an additional
10-min delayed acquisition was performed in patients
with cholangiocarcinoma. The following parameters were
used: thickness 2 mm; increment 11 mm; tube voltage
120 kV; collimation 64 × 0.625; pitch 0.891 for the precontrastographic, venous and delayed phase scan, 0.5
for the arterial phase scan; rotation time 0.75 s. For the
on-site analysis, liver volumes were calculated with Liver
Analysis application software, which uses the density differences in portal/venous scan images to obtain a semiautomatic liver segmentation. The gallbladder and the
main vessels, such as the retro-hepatic inferior cava vein,
were manually excluded from segmentation volume. A
volumetric reconstruction of the liver and the quantification of TLV were obtained (Figure 1); the lesion was
then manually segmented, obtaining the tumor volume
(TV) (Figure 2). Then, a virtual hepatectomy was performed (Figure 3), obtaining RV values and FLRV values.
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Results
The following resections were performed: left hepatectomy (resection of segments 2, 3 and 4 in 1 hilar cholangiocarcinoma), right hepatectomy (resection of segments
5, 6, 7 and 8 for 7 hepatocellular carcinomas and 2 cholangiocarcinomas); right hepatectomy and resection of
caudate lobe (resection of segments 1, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 for
5 hilar cholangiocarcinomas); left hepatectomy and resection of caudate lobe (resection of segments 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
and 8 in 1 hilar cholangiocarcinoma); mesohepatectomy
(resection of segments 4, 5 and 8 for 1 hepatocellular
carcinoma); bisegmentectomy (1 cholangiocarcinoma, 2
hepatocellular carcinomas).
The average and delta values (difference between the
values) of TLV, TV, ATLV, RV, and FLRV obtained with
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Figure 3 The future liver remnant volume is shown in pink, while the resection volume is shown in blue. A left hepatectomy for a hilar cholangiocarcinoma
involving the left hepatic duct (A) and a mesohepatectomy (resection of liver segments 4-8-5) for a hepatocarcinoma (shown in green, B) are shown.

the two analysis methods are shown in Table 1.

The Bland-Altman comparison between the results of
the two analysis methods is shown in Figure 4: the overall
comparison between the mean values of the volumetric
data obtained with on-site analysis and off-site analysis
showed good correlation, with bias value of 26.24 (SD
= 10.17, 95% limits of agreement from 6.301 to 46.18),
thus configuring a substantial equivalence between the
two analysis methods. The regression analysis did not
show significant differences between the slope of the
two regression curves (F = 0.09, P = 0.76, pooled slope
= 0.88).
The RV values obtained with the on-site analysis and

Discussion
All patients included in this series had undergone resection of two or more liver segments; in these cases it
seems important to perform a pre-operative liver volumetry to assess the FLRV; mean FLRV% obtained with onsite and off-site analysis were equivalent (50% and 49%,
respectively). No patient developed PHLF.
The accuracy of the on-site analysis for the prediction
of resection type was 100%, because in all cases the virtual
resection correctly predicted the actual surgical resection.
WJR|www.wjgnet.com
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Figure 4 Bland-Altman graphs plotting the mean against the difference for total liver volume (A), tumor volume (B), resection volume (C), actual total liver
volume (D), future liver remnant volume (E), and overall mean (F) with the two measurement methods; the correlation lines for the comparison between
the resection volume and the actual volume of the resection specimens obtained with Pearson’s correlation test are shown in (G). TLV: Total liver volume;
TV: Tumor volume; RV: Resection volume; ATLV: Actual total liver volume; FLRV: Future liver remnant volume.

the off-site analysis showed high correlation with the
actual surgical specimen’s volume, with R values equal to
0.86 (95% confidence interval 0.69 to 0.94, P < 0.0001)
and 0.88 for the off-site analysis (95% confidence interval
0.73 to 0.95, P < 0.0001).

off-site analysis methods seems comparable and reliable.
Further studies including a larger population are required.

CONCLUSION
The role of imaging in the pre-operative volumetric
evaluation of patients undergoing liver resection or transplantation is fundamental. It seems that CT and MRI are

Conclusion
The volumetric analysis obtained with on-site and with
WJR|www.wjgnet.com
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Table 1 Mean values of total liver volume, tumor volume,
actual total liver volume, resection volume, future liver
remnant volume, their mean and difference
Variable

On-site

Off-site

Mean

Difference

TLV
TV
RV
ATLV
FLRV

1787.31
248.67
1021.23
1538.65
766.08

1743.58
227.68
995.48
1515.89
748.10

1765.48
238.18
1008.36
1527.27
757.09

43.73
20.99
25.75
22.76
17.98

10

11

Values in cubic centimeters. TLV: Total liver volume; TV: Tumor volume;
RV: Resection volume; ATLV: Actual total liver volume; FLRV: Future
liver remnant volume.

12

substantially equivalent in this evaluation. Automatic or
semi-automatic volumetry are efficient and less time-consuming than manual segmentation. Further studies are
needed to evaluate the accuracy of commercially available
software for liver volumetry.

13
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Core tip: The quantification of the imaging profile of
brain neoplasms by combining conventional magnetic
resonance imaging and advanced imaging techniques
introduces critical underlying pathophysiological information which seems to be the key to success. Thus,
it is evident that the pursuit of this goal should be
oriented towards the development of decision support
software that will utilize large amounts of clinical data
with extremely significant diagnostic value which often
remain unexploited, hence resulting in a more valid and
precise method of differential diagnosis and the selection of the most successful treatment scheme.

Abstract
In recent years, advanced magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) techniques, such as magnetic resonance spectroscopy, diffusion weighted imaging, diffusion tensor
imaging and perfusion weighted imaging have been
used in order to resolve demanding diagnostic problems such as brain tumor characterization and grading,
as these techniques offer a more detailed and noninvasive evaluation of the area under study. In the last
decade a great effort has been made to import and
utilize intelligent systems in the so-called clinical decision support systems (CDSS) for automatic processing,
classification, evaluation and representation of MRI
data in order for advanced MRI techniques to become
a part of the clinical routine, since the amount of data
from the aforementioned techniques has gradually in-
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brain tumor discrimination due to their intrinsic heterogeneity, the research community has shifted towards the
application of machine learning algorithms, in order to
assign different tissue types to specific patterns. Several
studies have previously investigated the differentiation
of brain tumors in adults based on machine learning
techniques[16-20], as well as the discrimination of pediatric
brain tumors[21,22].
By importing and utilizing these intelligent techniques
in a clinical decision support system (CDSS), several
advanced MRI techniques may become a part of the
clinical routine in order to resolve demanding diagnostic problems. CDSSs based on pattern recognition have
been widely accepted in medical applications, due to their
capability for optimization, ﬂexibility, accuracy for predictive inference and interpretability[23].
A CDSS according to van Bemmel et al[24] is defined as
any piece of software that takes, as input data, the information about a clinical situation and produces, as output,
the inferences regarding the clinical situation that can
assist practitioners with their decision-making, and that
would be judged as “intelligent” by the program’s users.
Regarding brain tumor diagnosis, great efforts have
been made in the implementation of intelligent systems
for brain tumor differentiation, automatic processing,
classification, evaluation and representation of clinical
data. This effort is facilitated further by the evolvement
of computer power that is available for the processing
needs of these systems.
The purpose of the present study is to provide a
literature review that focuses in the development of the
CDSS, based on advanced MRI techniques for brain
tumor characterization: (1) the first part provides an
overview and an extensive description of the already
developed CDSSs; and (2) in the second part, the study
concludes to future objectives concerning the development of CDSSs for brain lesion characterization.

URL: http://www.wjgnet.com/1949-8470/full/v6/i4/72.htm DOI:
http://dx.doi.org/10.4329/wjr.v6.i4.72

INTRODUCTION
The introduction of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
systems has induced revolutionary changes in the medical
imaging field and has contributed much on a diagnostic
and therapeutic level. In recent years, there has been a
shift towards advanced MRI techniques, such as magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (1H-MRS), diffusion weighted
imaging (DWI), diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and
perfusion weighted imaging (PWI), in order to resolve
demanding diagnostic problems. These techniques offer
a more detailed and non-invasive evaluation of brain tumors[1-3] and have added incremental diagnostic information regarding brain tumor characterization over conventional MRI alone[4,5].
1
H-MRS has been studied for more than a decade as
a promising diagnostic tool for a variety of pathologies.
If coupled with the morphological features provided by
MRI techniques, it can provide accurate identification and
quantification of biologically important chemical compounds in soft tissue, thus increasing the understanding
of the underlying pathologies. There have been numerous studies that indicate the significant contribution of
1
H-MRS for the characterization of brain tumors[6-8], and
fewer studies have concentrated on pediatric tumors[9,10].
Even if 1H-MRS does not change the final diagnosis,
it may significantly rule out a differential diagnosis and
thereby reduce the need for biopsy. However, challenges
still remain in brain lesion classification regarding the use
of 1H-MRS. The most important one is the limited number of available spectra per lesion type which may induce
difficulties in reaching specific conclusions. Moreover, the
simultaneous analysis and evaluation of multiple spectroscopic parameters is a time-consuming process, required
specific expertise and may not be practical in a clinical
environment.
In addition to 1H-MRS, the other advanced MRI
techniques, DWI[11], DTI[12] and PWI have already found
increasing use in the evaluation of cerebral tumors and
still remain a subject of intense research [1,13,14]. DWI
probes local tissue microstructure reflected by the freedom of microscopic motion of water molecules and
provides a sensitive means to detect alterations in the integrity of white matter structures, while PWI facilitates
the prediction of brain lesion progression in conjunction
with histopathology[15].
It is evident that the continuously developing magnetic resonance systems have transformed from pure
imaging systems to extremely precise metric systems that
produce a considerable amount of numerical data that
originate from the application of the aforementioned
advanced MRI techniques. Taking into account the complex structure of the clinical data and the difficulty of
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LITERATURE REVIEW
A thorough literature review was executed during the
period 2000-2013. Initially, the research was limited to
CDSS for brain tumor discrimination and the inclusion criterion was the kind of biomedical data that was
utilized for their development. Specifically, the literature
review was focused on the use of 1H-MRS, DWI, DTI
and PWI data in CDSS development. To the best of our
knowledge, up to this point none of the CDSS was developed using features extracted from DWI, DTI or PWI
techniques. However, the interest of the scientific community focused on the use of spectroscopic data in order
to develop these systems. Thus, the research identified
articles that corresponded to clinical systems that were
implemented using chemical shift imaging (CSI) or single
voxel MRS[25,26]. Furthermore, a number of articles and
congress proceedings regarding the usability and effectiveness of these CDSS were collected.
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ate nosologic images. They applied canonical correlation
analysis in order to investigate the tumor type and the
heterogeneity of the region of interest. Similarly, Laudadio et al[31] applied canonical correlation analysis to 2-dimensional turbo MRSI data in order to combine spectra
and spatial MRS information. The resulting correlation
maps were used to construct nosologic images where all
the detected tissue types were visualized. From the same
research group, Luts et al[32] proposed a new method
to generate nosologic images of the brain comparing
to previous approaches. They used digital brain atlases
presented by Prastawa et al[33] in order to investigate the
incremental value of MRI over MRSI data. They added
subject-specific abnormal tissue for image segmentation
purposes, and the resulting framework was more flexible
and able to exploit spatial information more efficiently,
leading to improved nosologic images. Contrary to
previous studies, Li et al[34] used unsupervised classification methods to construct nosologic images, in order to
overcome the need of large datasets to train classifiers.
Another difference was that they provided an error map
along with the nosologic image in order to underline
spectra variations due to tumor inhomogeneity.
The validation results of the majority of the clinical
systems described previously are presented in Table 1.

Table 1 Validation results of the clinical decision support
systems based on chemical shift imaging data
Ref.

Voxel assignment

De Edelenyi et al[27]

Simonetti et al[29]

Luts et al[32]

McKnight et al[28]
Li et al[34]

Low-grade gliomas
High-grade gliomas
Metastasis
Meningiomas
Necrosis
Healthy tissue
Cerebrospinal fluid
Healthy tissue
Cerospinal fluid
Glioma grade Ⅱ
Glioma grade Ⅲ
Glioma grade Ⅳ
Glioma Ⅱ
Glioma Ⅱ/Ⅲ
Glioma Ⅳ
Meningioma
Low grade gliomas vs grade Ⅲ
Glioblastoma multiforme
Glioma Ⅱ

Accuracy
92.9%
79.16%
60%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
97%
83%
88%
100%
66.6%
100%
100%
100%
89%
100%
100%

BRAIN TUMOR CDSS
CSI MRS data
The research revealed eight studies focused on the development of DSS based on proton MRSI, in order to gain
information about the size, shape and the heterogeneity
of the tumor. All of these studies used statistical or classification techniques in order to assign each voxel of the
spectra to a specific tumor type and grade.
De Edelenyi et al[27] presented the first CDSS for brain
tumor diagnosis focusing on CSI data. The authors proposed a method to create a “nosologic image” in order
to extract information about the brain tumor type and
the grade based on long TE 1H-MRSI data, since biopsy
does not always reveal the real grade of the tumor, due
to tumor heterogeneity. Regarding this heterogeneity,
each voxel of the spectroscopic image was colored according to the assigned histopathologic class (low or high
grade glioma, metastasis and meningioma). However,
McKnight et al[28] followed a different approach to extract
image maps of long TE MV spectral data. Regarding the
N-acetylaspartate and Cho levels of the spectrum, they
investigated a score that was used to differentiate areas
that present normal metabolite levels from regions that
correspond to gliomas. Then, they utilized this score as a
degree of abnormality throughout the lesion area. Afterwards, Simonetti et al[29] extracted nosologic images based
not only to metabolic information but also exploiting
the image variables of each voxel. They investigated the
overlap between different classes (healthy, cerebrospinal
fluid, grade Ⅱ, grade Ⅲ, grade Ⅳ) in the featured space,
and constructed a probability map that corresponded to
the probabilities of classification based on MRI and MRS
data. Similarly to De Edelenyi et al[27], Simonetti et al[29] focused only on the metabolite and image characteristics of
each voxel, ignoring the spatial information of the area
under study. De Vos et al[30] used Short TE spectra to cre-
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Single voxel MRS data
Regarding the use of single voxel MRS data for CDSS development, during the last 10 years, four projects, the International Network for Pattern Recognition of Tumors
Using Magnetic Resonance (INTERPRET) (2000-2002),
eTUMOUR (2004-2009), HealthAgents (2005-2008) and
CURIAM BT (2004-2010), were developed.
INTERPRET
INTERPRET was the outcome of a multicenter European collaboration[35,36] that was funded under the 5th EU
Framework Programme IST-1999-10310. Α computerbased CDSS was developed in order to enable clinicians
who have minimum knowledge of the MR spectrum to
evaluate MR spectra and to discriminate between different brain tumors. During the INTERPRET development, one significant achievement was the creation of
an important repository of brain tumors that contained
304 histopathological validated Short TE cases low grade
gliomas [astrocytomas, oligodendrogliomas, oligoastrocytomas World Health Organization (WHO) grade Ⅱ],
meningiomas (WHO grade Ⅰ and Ⅱ) and high grade
malignant tumors (glioblastomas, metastases). Another
important achievement was the definition of a data acquisition protocol to ensure the compatibility between
the MRS data coming from different clinical collaborative
centers as well as the quality control protocol development, in order to define the quality requirements that MR
spectra should fulfill.
Furthermore, a single voxel INTERPRET graphical
user interface (GUI) was developed, providing easy access
to the spectra database, to images and clinical informa-
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Table 2 Validation results of the clinical decision support systems based on single voxel data
Ref.

CDSS

Differentiation problem

Accuracy
Short TE

Pérez-Ruiz et al[38]

García-Gómez et al[41]

Sáez et al[44]

Vicente et al[46]

INTERRET

eTUMOUR

Low grade meningiomas vs low grade glial 94a
tumors
Pseudotumoural diseased vs tumorse vs
normal brain
Low grade glioma vs high grade tumor
Meningioma vs glioma/Met
Low men vs glioma/Met vs low grade
glioma

HealthAgents Aggressive tumor vs meningioma vs low
grade glial
Meningioma vs metastasis
High grade tumor vs low grade tumor
Affected tissue vs non affected tissue
Tumor vs non tumor
Aggressive tumor vs non aggressive tumor
Glioma vs embryonal tumor
Glioblastoma vs low grade glioma
Glioblastoma vs meningioma
Meningioma vs low grade glioma
Metastasis vs low grade glioma
CURIAM BT Aggressive tumor vs non aggressive tumor
Pilocytic astrocytoma/ependymoma grade
Ⅱ vs medulloblastoma
Pilocytic astrocytoma vs medulloblastoma
Pilocytic astrocytoma vs ependymoma
grade Ⅱ vs medulloblastoma

Supportive raw files

Long TE Short + Long TE

89b 89c 83b

84c

89c

86c

81c

92c

92
92
87

84
78
75

92
94
90

94
91
87
99
97
81
84
91
92
85
85
88 (ch)

1.5 Tesla MRS data of Philips
(sdat/spar) GE up to 9X
(SAGE Pxxxx with an shf or
sdf/shf) siemens scanners
(numaris 4) jMRUI[58] text file

68 (ch)
72 (ch)
72 (ch)
87 (ch)
85 (ch)

89 (ch)

92 (ch) 94 (ch)
76 (ch) 69 (ch)

95 (ch)
92 (ch)

1.5 or 3 Tesla MRS data
of different manufactures
(Siemens, GE, Philips) by
means of jMRUI[58] and
jDMS[36]

It is indicated where the classification accuracy corresponds to classifier trained on pediatric tumor data (ch). aInternational Network for Pattern Recognition of Tumors Using Magnetic Resonance (INTERPRET) version 1.1; bINTERPRET version 2.0; cINTERPRET version 3.0; dPseudotumoural disease: Acute
infarct, multiple sclerosis, acute disseminated encephalomyelitis, and no specific pseudotumoral disease; eTumors: Astrocytoma World Health Organization (WHO) grade Ⅱ, oligodendroglioma WHO grade Ⅱ, oligoastrocytoma WHO grade Ⅱ, astrocytoma WHO grade Ⅲ, oligoastrocytoma WHO grade Ⅲ.
CDSS: Clinical decision support systems; MRS: Magnetic resonance spectroscopy; MRUI: Magnetic Resonance User Interface.

tion from all the validated cases of human brain tumors.
It was designed to provide the display of classification
plots, which is useful for the automatic classification of
tumor spectra[37]. The differentiation between different
tumor groups was achieved by plotting the boundaries
that were defined by the bisectors between the centroids
of each class[38]. The users could enter their own spectrum, position it automatically among the tumor groups
of the system and compare it with other spectra.
Until 2010 many improvements have been gradually
released in successive versions and can be categorized
in three different aspects: GUI enhancements, increased
analysis capabilities, and data quality and assessment
checks[38]. Specifically in the last version, an embedded
database was developed for the permanent storage of
the data into the system, more MRS data were supported
compared to the previous versions (Short TE, Long TE
and concatenated Short TE and Long TE Spectra) and
six more classifiers were embedded to the system. Hence,
the final version of INTERPRET not only offers the
ability to differentiate common tumor types as in its first
release, but also to differentiate among tumoral and pseudotumoral diseases (acute infarct, multiple sclerosis, acute
disseminated encephalomyelitis). To address the latter
classification problem, the metabolite ratios of the spectra were also used. The evaluation results of the different
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versions of INTERPRET CDSS are shown to Table 2.
eTUMOUR
Another European project eTUMOUR took up the research on the development of CDSS[39]. A more complex
CDSS was developed that combined single voxel and
CSI MRS data. The eTUMOUR CDSS upgraded and
facilitated the clinical application of MRS in adult and
pediatric brain tumor diagnosis, prognosis and treatment
selection by using a combination of histology results,
high resolution metabolic profiles (HR-MAS) and transcriptomic (DNA micro-arrays) ex vivo data to define the
classification outcome[40]. Regarding the acquisition and
quality control procedure, the experience obtained from
the INTERPRET project was used, whereas suitable
protocols for the techniques of tissue analysis (HR-MAS,
DNA microarrays and micro-RNA) were defined.
A web-based database (eTDB) was created, which was
able to manage a wide range of data types such as clinical information, histological images, MRI, single voxel,
MRSI, HR-MAS and DNA microarray data. This database comprised a complete and detailed GUI and also a
structure for online uploading and downloading data via
the web.
A user friendly computer aided decision system (CADS)
DSS was developed and tested in eTUMOUR project.
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any kind of metabolic data either on short or long TE
or both of different manufactures. Regarding the classification framework of this clinical system, it was able to
determine the aggressiveness of a brain tumor in adults
(non aggressive: grades Ⅰ and Ⅱ vs aggressive: grade Ⅲ
and Ⅳ) and to discriminate among the three most common pediatric brain tumors such as ependymoma grade
Ⅱ, pilocytic astrocytoma and medulloblastoma. Furthermore, compared with previous systems an additional
opportunity was included, according to which the user
could embed new classifiers to the system. Similar to the
ranking tool in HealthAgents DSS, the audit and similarity methods were incorporated to the system to address
the generalization ability of the coexisting classifiers.
These methods proved to be significant as they provided
the clinicians with the appropriate classifiers set regarding
each differentiation problem and a specificity score of
each classifier that determines its discrimination accuracy
over time.

The embedded classifiers were trained to solve three
different discrimination problems (meningioma vs nonmeningioma, aggressive tumor vs low grade glial and
meningioma vs aggressive tumor vs low grade glial) using
short time echo spectrum, long time echo spectrum and
combination of both spectra (Table 2). Furthermore, the
design of the DSS provided a comparative analysis with
the average spectra of 12 standard brain tumor types of
an unknown brain tumor. During the classification procedure the assigned class as well as the posterior probabilities of each class were displayed to the system[39,41].
HealthAgents
HealthAgents[42] was a distributed DSS (d-DSS) built
upon INTERPRET and eTUMOUR projects. The great
difference of this project was its architectural structure
since it was based on agent-based architecture in order to
decentralize the process of brain tumor differentiation in
a distributed decision support framework that supports
data partitioning and sharing[43]. Since the accumulation
of a sufficient number of cases for each tumor type or
less common adult or childhood tumors was a very difficult and time consuming procedure, a collaborative network of different medical centers was constructed that
contributed to the development of a repository of brain
tumors, used for the training of robust classifiers for
brain tumor differentiation.
The user, utilizes a local web-based GUI to enter the
clinical data of a patient into the system and to request
the appropriate classifiers from the network. These classifiers could be located anywhere on the collaborative
HealthAgents network that consisted of different medical centers with their local existing databases of cases
and their classifiers. Finally, the system would suggest the
appropriate classifiers and indicate their specific location.
Furthermore, a ranking tool was provided to the user,
since many different classifiers coexisted in the system,
in order to identify the classifiers that are more suitable
for the diagnosis of particular case, to rank the obtained
results from a set of classifiers and to solve possible conflicts between classifiers, by giving contradictory answers,
which could occur when a test case was close to a decision boundary in one or more classifiers[44].
Regarding the classification framework of the
HealthAgents DSS its primary functionality was based on
the INTERPRET DSS system. Until 2011, 25 classifiers
were embedded and shared the system for the differentiation of aggressive tumors, like glioblastomas and metastases, benign meningiomas and low-glial mixture, such as
astrocytomas grade Ⅱ, oligodendrogliomas and oligoastrocytomas. The classification procedure was based on
short time echo MRS data, long time echo MRS data and
on the combination of them. The optimum classification
results are presented to Table 2.

USABILITY AND EVALUATION OF CDSS
Regarding the evaluation of the single voxel CDSSs, there
are several studies that reported their effectiveness and
usability in the classification of different brain tumors
during the clinical routine. These studies demonstrate the
accuracy values that CDSSs present in various diagnostic
problems, evaluate their contribution in combination with
other diagnostic outcomes and survey CDSS usability
regarding their user friendly module and acceptance by
the clinical community. Considering the CDSSs that were
based on CSI data, more research is needed since there
is not a sufficient number of articles to demonstrate the
overall contribution of these clinical systems to the clinical routine.
Fellows et al[47] investigated the discrimination ability
of INTERPRET version 2.0 in order to differentiate high
and low grade tumors. The classification outcome of the
system was compared with the neuroradiological tissue
diagnosis and the conclusion of the spectroscopists. The
results did not reveal significant differentiations between
the accuracy levels of each participating modality.
INTERPRET version 3.0 proved to be superior for the
characterization of grade Ⅲ astrocytomas when compared
to the spectroscopic and the radiologists’ evaluation[48].
Regarding the clinical evaluation of eTUMOUR, an
agreement of 79.1% was obtained between the DSS outcome and the radiologic diagnosis. This rate increased up
to 88.4% when the averaged spectra from DSS were used
for brain tumor classification. When the CDSS, averaged
spectra and radiologic findings were compared with the
histopathological diagnosis, agreement scores of 76.7%,
79.1% and 81.4% were respectively achieved[49].
When the CDSS results were compared with MRI,
the overall percentage of correct predictions were 82.2%
and 78.48%, respectively. Furthermore, the CDSS classification outcome was also compared with the corresponding outcome of MRI for the differentiation of

Curiam BT
Curiam BT[45,46] was developed in parallel to eTUMOUR
and HealthAgents projects. CURIAM BT supported
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low grade gliomas, high grade gliomas and meningiomas.
Specifically, the sensitivity and specificity values in low vs
high grade gliomas classification problem, CDSS proved
superior to the MRI corresponding values. Finally, the
usefulness and applicability of the CADS was rated 86%
and 71%, respectively[50].
Regarding the HealthAgents CDSS, an evaluation
about its incremental diagnostic value was executed, and
consequently 26 expert physicians were interviewed. As
an overall response, they believed that the use of the
CDSS would be beneficial for improving the quality of
their brain tumor diagnoses. In addition, they considered
the system easy to use, which is an important point in a
DSS, especially in a clinical environment[44].
When the evaluation of CURIAM BT was carried out,
it reached 71% and 85% regarding the user’s perspective on its usefulness and convenience, respectively[51]. A
comparing test was also executed in order to evaluate the
contribution of CURIAM BT in the clinical routine. In
that case, no significant differences were observed between the established diagnosis when conventional MRI,
DWI and PWI were used, and the diagnosis derived from
the above techniques combined with CDSS. Only in the
case of high grade and low grade gliomas, did the observed differences reach 70%. Hence, a further evaluation
should be implemented in order to investigate the CURIAM BT contribution in different diagnostic problems.

differentiation are based on static classification methods.
The use of static classifiers results in an implicit assumption that the learning procedure stops when the training
set has been processed. The performance of a classifier
strongly depends on the size of the training set for each
class. Nevertheless, the accumulation of biomedical data
is often a time-consuming and expensive procedure,
and hence it may be not practical, especially in cases
of uncommon cerebral pathologies like abscesses and
lymphomas or pediatric brain tumors. In such cases, the
implementation of incremental learning algorithms is a
promising solution for clinical environments. Tortajada et
al[53] evaluated the performance of an incremental classifier based on single voxel Short TE spectra in comparison
to static classifiers. The results revealed that the classification performance was improved when the incremental
classifiers were used comparing to performance of the
static classifies.
Another future objective is to incorporate metabolic
data from both 1H-MRS techniques (single voxel-CSI)
into the classification framework of a DSS. The two
techniques can be utilized simultaneously in order to
investigate tumor heterogeneity whereas; the advantages
of each spectroscopic technique can be exploited. Therefore, the metabolic characteristics of different tumor
regions could be summarized into one image and the
corresponding biochemical compounds can be studied.
Hence, the spatial and the quantitative data of the spectrum will be used for an overall evaluation of the tumor.
The complementary use of the spectroscopic techniques
may contribute to the optimization and the accuracy of
the preoperative diagnosis, and it may increase the understanding of the underlying pathologies.
An important future aspect is to enrich the DSS datasets with metabolic data from the peritumoral and contralateral regions regarding the brain tumor under study.
With this perspective, the pattern recognition methods
will be extended towards a more accurate differentiation
scheme of brain tumors.
Growing intracranial neoplasms exhibit various effects in their peritumoral area. According to Chernov
et al[54] lactate-producing neoplasms are associated with
more prominent reduction of the relative NAA content
in the surrounding cerebral tissue, independently on the
presence or absence of any other factor. According to
Fan et al[55] both a high Cho peak and elevated Cho/Cr
ratio were found in the peritumoral regions of high-grade
gliomas, but not in metastases. This suggests that the
infiltration of adjacent brain tissue by tumor is a unique
feature of high-grade glioma.
Another plan is to incorporate quantitative data from
other MR-based methodologies. Di-Costanzo et al[56]
showed that in the case of brain tumor classification,
when 1H-MRS parameters were considered as features,
83.3% of brain tumors were correctly classified. Whereas,
when 1H-MRS variables were combined with relative cerebral blood volume (rCBV) values from perfusion MRI,
a 100% classification accuracy between high- and lowgrade gliomas was achieved. They also showed that in a

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
One should consider CDSS as a supportive tool by providing additional information about the patient’s state
of health from which the clinician may establish a more
educated and informed decision. As described in the
“Usability and evaluation of CDSS” section, most of the
studies proved the efficacy of the additional information
that CDSS provide regarding improvements in clinical
outcome. However, it is also evident that further evaluation should be implemented in order to investigate the
CDSS contribution in different diagnostic problems. In
addition, CDSS development involves much more than
just the implementation of a software application. It requires adaptation by clinicians to use and engage in the
refinement of CDSS both as a process and as a tool, as
we move toward the goal of healthcare delivery that is
consistent, effective, and of high quality[52]. In order to
accomplish the above objectives and to reinforce the application of CDSS in clinical routine, there are a number
of future perspectives that should be implemented.
Regarding the classification framework of the clinical
systems, there are two significant issues which arise. First,
the improvement of the classification performance and
second, the inclusion of more difficult differential diagnostic problems such as glioblastomas vs solitary metastasis. Hence, the retraining of the existing classifiers and
the development of new ones, are necessary in order to
optimize the classification performance and to extend the
discrimination ability of the CDSS.
Until now all the CDSSs developed for brain tumor
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peri-enhancing tumor region 73.7% of the cases were
correctly classified when considering only 1H-MRSI variables, 84.2% when considering 1H-MRSI variables and
apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), and 89.5% when
considering 1H-MRSI variables, ADC and rCBV. Zonari
et al[57] achieved 80% sensitivity and 78.6% specificity
when using rCBV parameter alone in grading cerebral
neoplasms, and when combined with 1H-MRS the sensitivity increased to 87.7% and specificity dropped to
76.2%.
Hence, it is evident that the continuous progress of
imaging systems has induced revolutionary changes in
the medical imaging field and has contributed utmost on
a diagnostic and therapeutic level. The most important
aspect however is that the continuous development of
imaging techniques have transformed these modalities
from conventional imaging to high-level metric systems,
which may provide a quite large amount of quantitative
information.
These large amounts of numeric data with an extremely significant diagnostic value may often remain
unexploited during the clinical routine. The main reason
for this is that the simultaneous analysis and evaluation
of multiple parameters, is a time consuming process,
requires specific expertise and may not be feasible during the clinical routine. It is prudent to mention that
the available clinical time per patient may be estimated
at about 30 min, while the process and evaluation of
data from MRS and DTI usually takes more than 1 h.
Especially when a specialized medical physicist for data
manipulation is unavailable, these techniques are often
handled by radiologists under a qualitative perspective
rather than quantitative, which may lead to a biased differential diagnosis.
Therefore, an automatic evaluation of these data and
a rapid display of the results are the minimum requirement during the clinical interpretation of an examination that will lead to a better clinical management of the
patients, since the evaluation of the data will be done
in an easier, and more effective way, which would ultimately lead to cost effectiveness by avoiding misdiagnosed
cases. Towards this direction, the objective and future
perspective would be to design and develop a CDSS, using incremental machine learning methods, based on all
numeric data from the aforementioned advanced imaging
techniques. The system should integrate and combine all
the available metabolic, diffusion and perfusion data. The
hypothesis is that the combination of multiple data from
the aforementioned imaging modalities is expected to
optimize the differential diagnosis of brain pathologies,
which will be eventually beneficiary for tailored patient
treatment.
Hence, these kind of systems should be specifically
designed in such a way that the user (that is: radiologist,
medical physicist and in general neuroscientists), with
minimum knowledge of pattern recognition analysis, will
be able to: (1) categorize and illustrate the clinical data
on a single template in order to ensure that the data will
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not be dispersed; (2) perform a fully automated pattern
recognition analysis towards the optimum differential
diagnosis; (3) quantify the degree of uncertainty in the
prediction of ambiguous diagnostic problems by offering a diagnostic orientation; and (4) use the system as a
supportive tool for the selection of the most appropriate treatment strategy and the most successful treatment
scheme.
From our personal experience, it should be stressed
that a CDSS by no means substitutes for the expert’s
diagnostic decision, but rather supports the clinician by
evaluating simultaneously a large amount of complicated
MR data. Thorough analysis and evaluation of these data
requires additional time, which exceeds by far the available clinical time per patient, hence this information may
remain unexploited.
Furthermore, despite the good discrimination ability of the embedded classification schemes, it should be
emphasized that the decision-making process with the
use of a clinical decision system should be a procedure
of two individual parts. The first part should include the
classification result or a good orientation towards a clinical outcome, based on the evaluation of quantitative MRI
data and the second part should involve the co-evaluation
of the aforementioned result with all the available diagnostic and imaging information. Under these perspectives, a well designed CDSS may be used as an assistant
diagnostic tool which can be implemented into the clinical routine and substantially aid the interpretation of an
exam and optimize decision making.

CONCLUSION
Diagnosis and consequently treatment of brain neoplasms may greatly benefit from the introduction and
utilization of intelligent systems in the form of CDSS for
automatic processing, classification, evaluation and representation of the spectroscopic data as part of the clinical
routine. Major progress has been made in the last few
years towards this direction, as several systems exist and
are continuously developing. Nevertheless, the quantification of the imaging profile of neoplasms by combining conventional MRI and advance imaging techniques
(MRS, DWI, DTI and PWI) introduces critical underlying
pathophysiological information which seems to be the
key to success.
Thus, it is evident that the future directions should be
oriented towards the development of software that will
be implemented in the clinical routine, by utilizing large
amounts of clinical data with extremely significant diagnostic value which often remain unexploited, resulting in
a more valid and precise method for differential diagnosis
of brain pathologies and the selection of the most successful treatment scheme.
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Core tip: Acute gastrointestinal bleeding can lead to
significant morbidity and mortality without appropriate treatment. The role of interventional radiology is
crucial in patients that have persistent bleeding despite medical and endoscopic treatment. Computed
tomography angiography and nuclear scintigraphy can
localize lesions and provide information helpful for the
Interventional Radiologist. The source of bleeding can
be then be stabilized with endovascular angiography/
transcatheter arterial embolization which is safe and effective with minimal complications due to the advances
in catheter technology.

Abstract
Acute gastrointestinal bleeding (GIB) can lead to significant morbidity and mortality without appropriate
treatment. There are numerous causes of acute GIB
including but not limited to infection, vascular anomalies, inflammatory diseases, trauma, and malignancy.
The diagnostic and therapeutic approach of GIB depends on its location, severity, and etiology. The role
of interventional radiology becomes vital in patients
whose GIB remains resistant to medical and endoscopic
treatment. Radiology offers diagnostic imaging studies
and endovascular therapeutic interventions that can
be performed promptly and effectively with successful outcomes. Computed tomography angiography and
nuclear scintigraphy can localize the source of bleeding
and provide essential information for the interventional
radiologist to guide therapeutic management with endovascular angiography and transcatheter embolization. This review article provides insight into the essential role of Interventional Radiology in the management
of acute GIB.
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INTRODUCTION
Acute gastrointestinal bleeding (GIB) is a common clinical presentation that can lead to significant morbidity and
mortality without appropriate treatment. The estimated
annual incidence is approximately 40-150 cases per 10000
persons for upper GIB and 20-27 cases per 100000 persons for lower GIB[1,2]. Mortality rate for both upper and
lower GIB is estimated to be around 4%-10%[1,2]. GIB can
be a sequelae of many different etiologies, such as infec-
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formations, post-polypectomy, and angiodysplasia[12,18].
Although most lower GIB resolves spontaneously with
conservative management, 10%-15% of cases eventually
require endovascular intervention[19].
Endoscopy is the first diagnostic and therapeutic
intervention of choice for both upper and lower GIB
and thus a consultation with a gastroenterologist should
not be delayed when a patient presents with GIB. For
patients suspected of having an upper GI source of
bleeding, esophagoduodenoscopy (EGD) is performed.
Factors that may predict endoscopic treatment failure
include patients that present with shock, hemoglobin less
than 10, greater than six units of blood transfused, and
significant comorbidities.
With regards to upper GI bleeding, larger ulcer size
and location of an ulcer on the posterior wall of the
duodenal bulb are also associated with increased rates of
technical failure[20,21].
Patients that present with hematochezia and suspected of having a lower GI source, colonoscopy is the
initial diagnostic test of choice. For active lower GIB that
is rapid and heavy, endoscopic view may be limited and
yield inconclusive results. If a colonoscopy fails to identify the source of bleeding, then EGD may be performed
in addition. Some studies have shown that endoscopy has
a 92% sensitivity and near 100% specificity of identifying
upper GI lesions and sensitivity of 90% and positive predictive value of 87% for identifying lower GI lesions[22,23].
An unprepared colon limits the colonoscopy study and
while blood may be seen within the colon lumen the exact site of bleeding is difficult to identify[23].
If a lesion is identified endoscopically, therapeutic
intervention can be done to effectively stabilize bleeding. Endoscopic therapies include epinephrine injection,
sclerotherapy, and metal clip placement. Metal clips are
especially useful in patients who require transcatheter or
surgical intervention later on as clips can be visualized by
imaging studies and facilitate lesion localization during
angiography or surgery[9,17].

tion, vascular anomaly, inflammatory diseases, trauma, and
malignancy[2-9]. GIB is conventionally categorized by the
anatomical location of the bleeding source. A GIB source
proximal to the ligament of Treitz, which occurs more
frequently, is classified as part of upper gastrointestinal
(GI), and a source distal to the ligament of Treitz is considered to be part of lower GI. Diagnostic and treatment
approach of GIB depends on its location, severity, and
etiology. The role of radiology becomes especially important in patients whose GIB remains resistant to medical
and endoscopic treatment. Radiology offers diagnostic
imaging studies and endovascular therapeutic interventions that can be performed promptly and effectively.

CLINICAL EVALUATION AND
MANAGEMENT OF THE PATIENT
Initial evaluation of patients with GIB begins with a
history and physical examination[10,11]. GIB can manifest with various signs, such as tachycardia, orthostatic
hypotension, and chronic anemia[11,12]. In patients who
are hemodynamically unstable, resuscitation with fluid
replacement and blood product administration should
occur promptly to maintain intravascular volume and stabilize vital signs[10]. Correction of coagulopathy may also
be needed in certain cases[10]. Diagnostic workup should
immediately follow assessment and resuscitation, if not
occurring simultaneously, to minimize adverse patient
outcomes[10,13,14].
Patient history and physical examination can help to
determine whether GIB is of upper or lower GI source
and guide subsequent workup[11,15]. GIB that manifests as
hematemesis or melena are commonly due to an upper
GI source[11,13]. Patients with active brisk upper GIB can
also present with hematochezia and without any associated
hematemesis or melena[11,13,15]. Nasogastric tube lavage is
sometimes performed to confirm an upper GI source of
bleeding, but a negative result does not necessarily rule it
out[11,13,15]. Because of the intermittent nature of GIB and
the possibility of a bleeding source distal to the pylorus,
gastric lavage test is expected to yield negative results in
certain cases. Approximately one quarter of upper GI
hemorrhage is due to peptic ulcer disease and often associated with non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug use and
Helicobacter pylori infection[15,16]. Other causes of acute upper
GIB include varices, vascular abnormalities, angiodysplasia,
gastritis, esophagitis, post Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangiopancreatography-papillotomy, and neoplasms[2,4,10].
Patients with lower GIB commonly presents with
hematochezia as most lower GIB sources are located in
the colon. Less commonly, patients may present with
melena if the source of bleeding is located in the small
bowel or right colon. Of note, 10% to 15% of patients
with hematochezia are reported to have an upper GI
bleeding site[17]. Diverticulosis is the most common cause
of hematochezia, with the incidence increasing with ages
older than 65. Other causes include inflammatory bowel
disease, ischemic colitis, neoplasia, polyps, vascular mal-
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INDICATIONS FOR ANGIOGRAPHY
When a patient has non-diagnostic endoscopic results or
remains refractory to medical and endoscopic treatment,
radiologic imaging and endovascular intervention are the
next intervention of choice. Non-invasive radiologic imaging options include computed tomography angiography
(CTA) and nuclear scintigraphy. However, these imaging
modalities are only diagnostic and require subsequent endovascular or surgical intervention to stabilize bleeding[24,25].

COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY
CTA can detect flow rates as low as 0.3 mL/min and has
a sensitivity of 50%-86% and specificity of 92%-95% for
identifying lesions responsible for GIB[24,26,27]. In addition
to identifying the site of bleeding; CTA can often identify the etiology of GIB which may be useful for further
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management.
At our institution, we use the following protocol for
CTA: noncontrast (unenhanced), arterial phase, and portal venous phase with intravenous contrast at 4-5 mL/s.
We also recommend the following acquisition parameters:
section thickness of 1 mm with reconstruction interval
of 0.8 mm, pitch of 0.900, rotation time of 0.5 s, tube
voltage of 120 kV, and automatic tube current modulation in the x/y/z axis directions. We do not administer
oral contrast as this may mask the bleeding source.
On nonenhanced CT, focal hyperattenuation within
the bowel is indicative of recent hemorrhage and may
represent a “sentinel clot”. Extravasation of contrast is
the hallmark finding used to determine the source of
bleeding. Further, a changing appearance of the focus of
extravasated contrast with time between phases confirms
the presence of active bleeding[25]. Although CTA can
only serve as a diagnostic tool; it provides important information about vascular anatomy variance that becomes
useful for endovascular intervention or surgical planning.

our institution, based on clinical scenario (patient history,
CTA, endoscopic findings) the most suspected bleeding
vessel is first studied. For suspected upper GIB, the celiac
artery is commonly interrogated first as a majority of
upper GIB is caused by gastroduodenal ulcers which are
supplied by branches of the celiac artery[35-38] (Figure 1).
If angiographically negative, selective left gastric and the
gastroduodenal artery evaluation is done. If the source
of bleeding is thought to be in the small bowel or if no
evidence of bleeding is seen upon interrogation of the
celiac artery or its branches, the superior mesenteric artery (SMA) is evaluated next[36,37]. If these angiographic
studies are all negative, then evaluation of the inferior
mesenteric artery (IMA) is considered. Selective injections are used to confirm any findings that are suspicious
on nonselective angiograms[36,37].
For suspected lower GIB, the SMA and IMA are examined[36]. If bleeding appears to originate the proximal
colon, the SMA is initially evaluated. If bleeding appears
to originate in the distal colon, the IMA is selected[36,39].
The two most common causes of lower GIB are colonic
diverticular disease and angiodysplasia[2,32] (Figures 2 and
3). However, when congenital variant vascular anatomy is
suspected, such as in cases where a lower GI bleed simulates an upper GI bleed, all three major arterial supplies
should be evaluated[36]. If negative, the internal iliac arteries should be evaluated as the middle and inferior rectal
arteries can be a source of hemorrhage[36,39].
At our institution, under fluoroscopy we use nonionic contrast is injected at a flow rate of 5-7 mL/s for
celiac and super mesenteric arteriography, and 2-3 mL/s
for inferior mesenteric arteriography. Digital subtraction
angiogram is used to better visualize the vasculature by
subtracting pre-contrast image from later images and effectively removing soft tissue and bones from the images.
This is limited by peristalsis (consider giving glucagon)
or patient breathing (which can be dealt with by studying
unsubtracted images). Extravasation of contrast agent is
indicative of active bleeding[36]. Positive findings include
mucosal blushes with abnormal vessels suggestive of
tumor, prolonged contrast spots suggestive of inflammation, and visualization of arteries and veins on the same
phase of the study suggestive of an arteriovenous malformation. Other lesions to consider include pseudoaneurysms and arteriovenous fistulas[36,39].
There are several artifacts that mimic extravasation including bowel subtraction artifact, hypervascular mucosa,
parts of the renal collecting system, and adrenal gland
opacification[39]. With respect to angiography, contrast
extravasation may not been seen; however, a pathologic
finding may indicate the source of bleeding. For example,
visualization of varices at unsuspected sites may indicate
the site of pathology. Further, angiodysplasia is often diagnosed by early and persistent filling of a draining vein
and by abnormal clusters of vessels within the bowel
wall. Possible pitfalls for failing to identify the bleeding
focus include bleeding from a venous origin and technically related issues such as failure to inject the correct

NUCLEAR SCINTIGRAPHY
The role of nuclear medicine for the detection of acute
GI bleeding varies on an institutional basis. Nuclear
scintigraphy plays a very important role in the detection
of lower GI bleeding and when positive, has the ability
to stratify patients that would benefit from intervention
versus medical management. Although there is significant variability in reported detection of bleeding site by
scintigraphy, the Society of Nuclear Medicine procedure
guidelines states that bleeding rates as low as 0.1-0.35
mL/min can be detected[28]. Tc-99m labeled red blood
cell studies have an overall sensitivity of 95% and specificity of 93%[29]. Patients with immediate blush on red
blood cell scintigraphy are more likely to require urgent
angiography and those with delayed blush have low angiographic yield[30]. GI bleeding often is intermittent and
nuclear scintigraphy has the advantage of continuous
monitoring to localize sites of intermittent bleeding for
potential angiography and intervention[31].

ANGIOGRAPHIC EVALUATION OF ACUTE
GI HEMORRHAGE
In emergent cases or in hospitals where CTA or nuclear
scintigraphy is not available, patients with active GIB who
fail medical and endoscopic intervention should undergo
endovascular angiographic evaluation. Angiography is
able to identify an active bleeding rate of at least 0.5 to
1 mL/min[32,33]. For lower GIB, angiography performed
with digital subtraction has a sensitivity of 60%, specificity of 100%, positive and negative predictive values of
100% and 24%, respectively[34].
Access for endovascular angiography is gained via the
common femoral artery[35,36]. The aim of endovascular
angiography is to identify bleeding vessel(s) and use selective catheterization to prepare for embolization[36,37]. At
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Figure 1 Upper gastrointestinal bleed secondary to gastric/duodenal ulcers. Fifty-four-year-old male with history of gastric ulcers which were treated by clipping through endoscopy. Despite endoscopic intervention, the patient presented with dropping hematocrit requiring transfusion. A: Noncontrast; B and C: contrast
enhanced computed tomography imaging demonstrates active extravasation at the level of the gastric antrum with blood product filling the stomach; D and E: Active
extravasation was found at the gastroduodenal artery (not shown) which was embolized with coils and gelfoam.
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Figure 2 Lower gastrointestinal bleeding secondary to angiodysplasia. Sixty-one-year-old female with multiple bloody stools prior to admission and negative
colonoscopy. A: Tc-99m red blood cell study demonstrates active bleeding in the region of the cecum; B and C: Selective catheterization of the distal ileocolic artery
demonstrates a small focus of hemorrhage consistent with an area of angiodysplasia; D and E: Coil embolization was performed with two 3 mm coils. Post embolization images demonstrates resolved bleeding.
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Figure 3 Lower gastrointestinal bleed secondary to diverticulitis. Sixty-eight-year-old male with history of esophageal carcinoma with acute diverticulitis with
drifting hematocrit. A: Tc-99m labeled red blood cell study demonstrates bleeding at the hepatic flexure of the colon; B: Selective catheter angiography at the middle
colic artery demonstrates active extravasation into a diverticulum present at the hepatic flexure the colon; C: Coil embolization of the right lateral aspect of the middle
colic artery, across a small perforating vessel associated with a diverticular hemorrhage.

artery and bleeding outside the field of imaging[39,40].
If patient is not actively bleeding or contrast extravasation is not visualized under fluoroscopy, the interventional radiologist may choose to restudy the same vessels
or sub-selectively catheterize vessels likely supplying the
suspected site of bleeding identified by prior endoscopic
clipping or imaging studies to help increase the diagnostic
yield and reduce false negative studies[39,40].

minimize the risk of bowel infarction[43]. A 5 French angiographic catheter is used to access the celiac, superior
mesenteric, or inferior mesenteric arteries depending on
the suspected location of bleeding and its supplying vasculature. In some cases this catheter can be guided to the
site of bleeding; however, if it does not reach the bleeding site, then a smaller coaxial 3 French microcatheter can
be advanced through the 4 or 5 Fr catheter.
Smaller guidewires, such as 0.018 in or smaller are
used to guide the microcatheters as close as possible to
the bleeding site. Caution must be taken to move the
guide wire and microcatheter as carefully and steadily
as possible to avoid vessel perforation, dissection, and
vasospasm while reaching as close as possible to the site
of bleeding. When no contrast extravasation is visualized under fluoroscopy, blind embolization of suspected
bleeding vessel may be done at the discretion of the interventional radiologist[38,45].
For upper GI bleeding, bleeding visualized in the
stomach fundus is treated by left gastric artery embolization and bleeding in the gastric antrum/proximal duodenum by gastroduodenal embolization. When embolizing
the gastroduodenal artery, if only the proximal portion
is occluded, then bleeding may by the pancreaticoduodenal arcade, also known as bleeding via the “back door”.
mpiric embolization has also shown to be effective[40,42]
(Figures 4 and 5).
For lower GI bleeding the catheter should be positioned as close to the bleeding site as possible. If the
source is in the SMA, the catheter advanced to the vasa
rectum and if in the IMA the catheter should be placed
in the marginal or terminal artery if possible. Embolization should only be performed when the catheter has
been advanced to the mesenteric border of the colon.
The bowel distal to the ligament of Treitz does not have
a dual supply; therefore, the risk of bowel infarction is
higher[39,40,42] (Figures 6 and 7).
The type of embolic agent used is conventionally dependent on the interventional radiologist’s experience and
preference, etiology of bleeding, and availability of the
agent. Embolic agents include coils, glue, onyx, Gelfoam,

ANGIOGRAPHIC MANAGEMENT OF
ACUTE GI HEMORRHAGE
One of the advantages of endovascular angiography is
that it can be both a diagnostic and therapeutic tool. Also,
endovascular angiography can be performed emergently
without any bowel preparation. However, if the patient
had prior oral contrast this may limit the diagnostic ability of a mesenteric angiogram thus oral contrast should
be avoided in patients who undergo CT imaging prior to
angiographic intervention[40-42].
Endovascular angiography serves as an effective and
safe alternative to surgical intervention for patients whose
GIB is refractory to medical and endoscopic treatment.
Hemostasis is achieved by reducing blood flow to the
bleeding vessel and thus decreasing perfusion pressure
and facilitating clot formation at the site of bleeding[40-43].

TRANSCATHETER ARTERIAL
EMBOLIZATION
Transcatheter arterial embolization (TAE) is effective
for controlling acute GIB[41]. Some studies have shown
that TAE is safer than surgical intervention in the high
risk patient population and has a lower 30-d mortality
rate[38,44]. TAE is a viable option and temporizing measure
in circumstances where endoscopic and/or surgical approach is not ideal.
The goal of TAE is super-selective embolization
of bleeding vessels to reduce arterial perfusion pressure while maintaining adequate collateral blood flow to
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Figure 4 Sixty-six-year-old male with ongoing gastrointestinal hemorrhage requiring
multiple transfusions over the last 72 h. EGD
performed revealed ulcers in the first and second
portion of the duodenum. A: Technetium-99m
tagged RBC scan demonstrates brisk hemorrhage
arising from the proximal small bowel/duodenum;
B and C: Digitally subtracted images reveal active
extravasation in the second portion of the duodenum from the inferior pancreaticoduodenal artery
corresponding to area of hemorrhage on tagged
RBC scan; D: Successful and uncomplicated coil
embolization of the inferior pancreaticoduodenal
artery with cessation of active hemorrhage. EGD:
Esophagoduodenoscopy; RBC: Red blood cell.

Figure 5 Seventy-two-year-old female with worsening abdominal pain and acute gastrointestinal
hemorrhage. Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy reveals
multiple large bleeding ulcers in the duodenum. A and
B: Selective catheter angiography of the gastroduodenal
and pancreaticoduodenal arteries demonstrates active
extravasation; C: A combination of gelfoam slurry and
coils were used to embolize branches of the pancreaticoduodenal and gastroduodenal artery; D: Representative
post embolization image demonstrates no further evidence
of active extravasation or bleeding.

polyvinyl alcohol particles (PVA), and Amplatzer vascular
plugs. The most commonly used embolic agents are coils
and PVA[46-49].
Coils come in a variety of sizes and shapes, ranging
from sub-millimeter to centimeters. Coils are composed
of a metal component that acts as a physical occlusion
and a fiber component that stimulates the thrombogenic
process. Coils can be visualized under fluoroscopy after
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placement which is an important advantage when compared to Gelfoam or PVA. Newer types of embolization
coils have the ability to be removed after deployment if
the initial placement is felt to be unsatisfactory[46,50].
Gelfoam (absorbable compressed sponge) is a temporary agent made of subcutaneous porcine adipose tissue
that remains effective for weeks to months before recanalization occurs. For this reason, Gelfoam is not rec-
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A

B

C

D

Figure 6 Lower gastrointestinal bleed from
acute diverticulitis. Seventy-three-year-old
male patient with bloody diarrhea, severely
hypotensive (blood pressure 70/40) requiring 10
units of packed red blood cells. A and B: Contrast enhanced computed tomography abdomen
demonstrates acute diverticulitis at the hepatic
flexure, with active hemorrhage; C: Visceral
angiography demonstrates the region of active
bleeding in the ascending colon at the hepatic
flexure; D: Successful distal Gelfoam and coil
embolization of the supplying right colic artery
branches.

A

B

D

C

Figure 7 Lower gastrointestinal bleed secondary to supratherapeutic international normalized ratio. Seventy-six-year-old female with supratherapeutic INR (3.5)
with painless hematochezia. A: Tc-99m labeled RBC study demonstrates brisk gastrointestinal bleeding localized to the sigmoid colon; B and C: Catheter angiography
demonstrates active extravasation from a tertiary branch of the inferior mesenteric artery supplying the distal sigmoid colon which was subsequently embolized; D:
With coils and no evidence of continued bleeding. RBC: Red blood cell.

ommended as a single agent. Gelfoam can also be mixed
with saline to form a slurry, which helps with delivery.
Advantages of gelfoam include: widespread availability,
cost-effectiveness, and allows future access to emboli-
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zed vessels after resorption. Disadvantages include that
the preparation of particles can be time consuming and
recanalization of vessels is unpredictable[51]. In addition,
because Gelfoam is made of small particulates, it is dif-
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ficult to control its placement and can be deployed more
distally than intended, which can result in higher risk of
bowel ischemia from embolization of nearby collateral
vessels[36,50,51].
Several studies have shown that recurrent bleeding
is more likely to occur when PVA particles, Gelfoam,
or coils are used alone[46,48,52]. Using coils with Gelfoam
or PVA particles on both sides of the bleeding vessel
is recommended to avoid “backdoor” bleeding and decrease the risk of recurrent bleeding[48,53]. Some studies
have shown that for upper GIB, which is commonly
due to gastroduodenal ulcers, successful hemostasis can
be achieved by embolizing the gastroduodenal artery or
pancreaticoduodenal artery using coils alone[54-56], or using coils and Gelfoam together to embolize distally and
proximally in the gastroduodenal arterial trunk[46,48,52].
Clinical success rate of embolization for upper GIB have
been cited to be around 44%-100%[41,44,46,57].
For lower GIB, some studies recommend against using Gelfoam, and instead advocate using coils and larger
PVA particles[43,58,59]. Small PVA particles, less than 250
μm, and Gelfoam particles may travel distally and occlude
vessels at the arteriolar level. This results in occlusion of
intramural circulation or submucosal plexus beyond the
level of collateralization and increases the risk of bowel
infarction[59,60]. More peripheral embolization just proximal to the vasa recta is recommended to minimize the
length of bowel at risk for ischemia. In most of the reported series in the literature, the target artery of embolization was the vasa recta and in technically difficult cases
the marginal artery or more proximally[57,61,62].
Anecdotally, coil embolization at the marginal artery
may result in a higher rebleeding rate. Further, if a secondary intervention is required, this may close the door
for future access to the bleeding vessel. Advantages to using microcoils include the ability to visualize under direct
fluoroscopy and permitting decreasing perfusion pressure
while collateral flow prevents infarction. Early rebleeding (less than 30 d) is reported to range from 10%-30%.
Rebleeding may be secondary to a new site of bleed or
recanalization of the previously embolized artery. Success rate for embolization of lower GIB has ranged from
88%-93%[43,57,60].
N-butyl 2-cyanoacrylate (NBCA) glue or ethylenevinyl alcohol copolymer (Onyx®, Micro Therapeutics,
Inc., Irvine, CA, United States of America) is a promising newer embolic agent to control GI bleeding. There
is a growing body of evidence that supports the use of
cyanoacrylates in embolization for lower GI hemorrhage.
Advantages of using NBCA include the ability to occlude vessel beyond the most distal site of microcatheter
advancement, permanent vessel closure, the option for
using ultra-microcatheters not suitable for microcoil
delivery, and more efficient obliteration of bleeding
pseudoaneurysms with complex anatomy. Further, the
rebleeding rate after use of cyanoacrylate is 4%-15%,
which appears lower than the rate reported from employing coils or particles 0%-26%[39,63-66].
However, NBCA is considerably more expensive and
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requires a steeper learning curve. It has been reported in
the literature that the time for TAE using NBCA was significantly lower than when using other liquid agents[49,55].
There is a significant risk of glue reflux, bowel infarction,
and future bowel stenosis[67]. Also, the glue may polymerize with the catheter tip, which may subsequently get
stripped off as the catheter is retracted. This poses the
risk of non-target embolization or the catheter becoming
adherent to the artery. Prompt catheter removal and aspiration of the guide catheter after microcatheter removal
can significantly reduce this risk[52,68].
Another potential agent, Onyx, is a liquid embolic
agent composed of ethylene-vinyl alcohol copolymer dissolved in dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO). In 2010, Lenhart
et al[69] reported their experience with the use of Onyx in
the setting of acute upper GIB, becoming the first study
published on arterial embolotherapy with Onyx as an
embolic agent in the gastrointestinal tract. Their reported
success rate was 81% and the complication rate minimal.
The main advantages of Onyx® are its nonadhesive properties, high radiopacity and long solidification periods
which make the embolization procedure more predictable. The DMSO solvent has disadvantages including
severe vasospasm, excretion via respiration/perspiration
which can cause an odor for days. The most prohibitive
and restrictive factor however is its high cost and requirement for DMSO compatible catheters[52,69].

VASOPRESSIN INFUSION
Vasopressin infusion is a less frequently used treatment
for acute GIB[58]. It was more commonly used before
the advancement and improvement of transcatheter
technique. Vasopressin acts by constricting arteries and
reducing blood flow to the target site, but can also cause
systemic side effects such as cardiac arrhythmia and bowel ischemia. In addition, vasopressin infusion has a high
rebleeding rate after infusion is stopped. It requires much
longer procedure time including catheter placement for
24-48 h and intensive monitoring during vasopressin
infusion. However, when GIB is caused by diffuse lesions or super-selective catheterization is not possible,
vasopressin infusion may be the remaining therapeutic
option before surgical intervention. Vasopressin infusion is used more often for lower GIB than upper GIB
as vessels responsible for lower GIB tend to be smaller
in diameter and thus more responsive to the constricting
effect of vasopressin[58,70]. Some studies have shown that
the cardiac side effects of vasopressin can be alleviated
by using intravenous nitroglycerin infusion to increase
coronary blood flow and cardiac output[70]. Vasopressin
infusion has a success rate of 59%-90% and a high rate
of rebleeding rate of up to 36%-43%[70].

COMPLICATIONS
Endovascular embolization and vasopressin infusion can
increase the risk of bowel ischemia by reducing blood
flow to the segment of bowel supplied by the target ves-
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sel[71,72]. Non-target embolization can occur as well[41].
However, the advancement of super-selective catheterization technique has helped to reduce such risk in recent
years[42,73]. Other complications with transcatheter intervention include arterial injury such as dissection, perforation, pseudoaneurysm, and vasospasm. For vasopressin
infusion, there is a higher risk of catheter associated
infection or thrombus formation because of the need for
much longer duration of catheter placement[74,75]. Contrast use during fluoroscopy can induce nephropathy, but
with adequate hydration and vigilance of contrast use, the
risk can be decreased[76,77]. Hematoma is a common minor complication associated with puncture site. Patients
may complain of temporary minor abdominal pain after
the procedure but this most often resolves spontaneously.
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CONCLUSION
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Although many cases of acute GIB resolve spontaneously or respond to medical and endoscopic treatment,
patients with GIB refractory to such treatment are at
higher risk for adverse outcome. Various subspecialties
contribute to the care of bleeding patients. Patients with
acute GIB should be considered for prompt radiologic
imaging studies and endovascular intervention to prevent
morbidity and mortality. CTA can localize lesions and
provide information helpful for endovascular intervention and surgery. Rapid GIB stabilization can be achieved
with endovascular angiography and transcatheter embolization. It is a safe and effective alternative to surgery.
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functional, other brain regions (e.g. , the medial prefrontal cortex) may be involved to compensate impairment, but they appear generally ineffective to support
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Core tip: Functional magnetic resonance imaging investigations of patients with impaired autobiographical
memory (AM) can greatly contribute to further our understanding of brain reorganization mechanisms and
engagement of compensatory processes after damage
to the medial temporal lobe. These investigations are
reviewed here. Overall, they highlight the importance
of the left hippocampus, which when atrophied and
not functional leads to deficits in AM but its residual
functionality may support relatively normal AM recollection. When damaged hippocampal tissue is not
functional, other brain regions (e.g. , the medial prefrontal cortex) may be involved to compensate impairment, but they appear generally ineffective to support
detailed recollection.

Abstract
Episodic autobiographical memory (AM) allows one,
through the recollection of sensory-perceptual details,
thoughts and feelings, to become aware of an event
as belonging to one’s own past as well as being able to
project into one’s future. Because AM provides a sense
of self-continuity, contributes to the integrity of the
self, and helps predicting future experiences, any deficit
of AM may have debilitating consequences for everyday
life functioning. Understanding AM failure and the underlying neural mechanisms has the potential to shed
light on brain reorganization mechanisms and engagement of compensatory processes. Functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) provides the most promising
imaging method to tackle these issues. We reviewed
evidence from the few studies that used fMRI to investigate the functionality of the residual tissue, the
neural reorganization and compensatory mechanisms
in patients with neurological conditions due to impaired
medial temporal lobe. Overall, these studies highlight
the importance of the left hippocampus, which when
atrophied and not functional leads to AM deficits but its
residual functionality may support relatively normal AM
recollection. When damaged hippocampal tissue is not
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INTRODUCTION
Remembering autobiographical memories (AM) involves
recollection of contextual information (time and place)
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and sensory-perceptual and affective details of personal
experiences with a sense of self-awareness[1-3]. AM, not
surprisingly, contributes to both one’s sense of personal
identity (who we are) and sense of self-continuity. Over
the last two decades, there has been a growing interest
in understanding the neural correlates of normal AM
and, more recently, impaired AM. The reasons of the
remarkable increase in the number of studies in this
topic is, very likely, the mentioned AM contribution to
the construction of the sense of self across time, but
also the important social role AM plays in the development of new relationships and the nurturing of existing
ones, and most particularly, its role as a directive function, where the past serves as a basis for guiding present
and future behaviors[4,5]. In the context of the broader
issue under consideration in this special topic [with focus
on functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)], the
present review aims to discuss emerging research that
highlights the usefulness of fMRI in the examination of
AM in patients with damage to the core memory structures in the medial temporal lobe (MTL). The emphasis
of this review is, therefore, on fMRI investigations of
AM impairment due to neurological conditions affecting
the MTL. The decision to focus on the MTL is driven
by evidence that MTL plays a pivotal role in normal AM
functioning and its damage typically leads to amnesia for
past events[6-9] (but see also[10]) and that fMRI examinations of AM in neurological patients, which to date are
limited in number, have been more often reported in the
case of patients with damage to the MTL. The underlying question we would like to tackle is to what extent
these investigations shed light on the functionality of the
residual tissue, the neural reorganization and compensatory mechanisms (either efficient or not) in the case of
damage to the MTL. Before discussing the fMRI studies
of AM in patients with MTL damage, we introduce AM
and summarize the highlights of neuroimaging evidence
in healthy participants to provide the context to discuss
functional neuroimaging findings in pathology.

sense of self, autonoetic consciousness and subjectively
sensed time. But even more closely related to the self, is
Conway’s Self Memory System[1,12]. Very briefly, Conway
views episodic memories and conceptual autobiographical knowledge as discrete systems that both operate
with the “working self ” in a bidirectional manner. The
working self is conceived as a mechanism that controls
access to memories according to the individual’s present
goals. Importantly, the working self is constrained by the
memories and knowledge within the autobiographical
knowledge base.
Recently, some studies show that the contribution
of AM to the sense of self is not crucial. Klein[16,17] and
Klein et al[18] presented a series of patients both studied
by him and reported in the literature, who have lost the
entire fund of episodic memory and who are unable to
simulate future personal events, but retain the sense of
self. However, a distinction is made between the sense
of self, which is preserved in amnesic patients[19] and the
sense of self-continuity across time, which depends on
AM (Klein SB, personal communication to LM, December, 2013).
Importantly, recollection of past personal experience
is considered to be a reconstructive process with memories recreated from their constituent elements. Particularly, autobiographical memories are not static records of
the past; rather they are considered as mental reconstructions, which are constrained by two simultaneous, even
contradictory, demands: correspondence with the real
event and coherence, as time goes by, with the individual’s
self-image. More precisely, memory reconstruction must
reflect reality by providing sensory-perceptive and eventually affective details that represent, as closely as possible, the experience and also be in accordance with the
rememberer’s current self-image and goals[12]. By making
available memories that match current self-beliefs and
goals, the main function of AM would be to maintain the
integrity of the self[12].
Bearing in mind that AM provides a sense of selfcontinuity, contributes to the integrity of the self, and
helps predicting future experiences, it is not surprising
that AM impairment may have debilitating consequences
for everyday life functioning. Consequently, understanding AM failure and the underlying neural mechanisms
has the potential not only to strengthen the progress
of memory research, but importantly, to shed light on
brain reorganization mechanisms and eventually to help
in planning treatment and in monitoring the effects of
therapeutical interventions with the final aim to achieve
better management of patients with AM deficits.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF AM
Episodic AM allows one to become aware of an event as
belonging to one’s own past as well as being able to project into one’s future. This sense of self-continuity across
time[2,3,11] is grounded in the recollection of sensory-perceptual details, thoughts and feelings. Typically, episodic
memory has been distinguished from semantic memory,
which refers to general knowledge, knowledge about
public facts and people, as well as personal knowledge
(e.g., date of birth, the name of our parents and friends).
However, these systems are highly interdependent[12] in
relation to the self. Turning back to episodic AM, some
authors consider that it is a uniquely human system[13]
(but see[14] for a different standpoint). Moreover, Tulving’s Serial Parallel Independent model places this memory system at the apex of a pyramid, which implies the
highest memory achievement in evolution[15]. Tulving et
al[2] defined AM as consisting of three major constructs:
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FMRI EXAMINATION OF NORMAL AM
FUNCTIONING
The advent of fMRI made the examination in vivo of
different human abilities, in general, possible. More particularly, fMRI (in contrast to earlier neuroimaging techniques, such as positron emission tomography) provides
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the most promising new imaging method and offers a
number of important advantages in the study of neural
correlates of human memory. Among the main fMRI
strengths are the improved spatial resolution, the fast
speed of data acquisition which allows more flexible
experimental designs and the unrestricted number of
observations due to the absence of radiation exposure.
Moreover, in the last decade, fMRI has undergone a
rapid development and provided new ways to design
experiments (e.g., event-related, self-paced designs) and
to analyze data (e.g., independent component analysis,
spatiotemporal partial least squares analysis, psychophysiological interactions analysis, dynamic causal modelling,
multi-voxel pattern analysis) allowing segregation of the
time-course of memory retrieval processes, examination
of the connectivity among brain regions and investigation
of memory representation in specific brain regions. This
continuous progress has led to improved and refined
testing of hypotheses about the neural correlates of both
normal and impaired AM.
Evidence from fMRI studies in healthy participants
allowed the establishing of a brain network of AM retrieval comprising the MTL, prefrontal cortex (PFC) and
posterior cortices[20-22]. Despite the proliferation of functional neuroimaging studies of AM over the last 10-15
years, many of the critical issues (e.g., MTL involvement
according to the remoteness of memories, lateralization
of the AM networks) continue to be debated, leading
nevertheless to greater refinement of the theories derived
from the lesion research. For instance, there is a debate
regarding the involvement of MTL, especially the hippocampus, in retrieval of personal events according to
the age of memories. This debate originated from the
lesion studies and is reflected in fMRI studies in healthy
subjects. On the one hand, the Standard Consolidation Theory states that memories (without making a
distinction between episodic and semantic memories)
are initially dependant on the MTL but over time, they
undergo consolidation in the neocortical structures and
eventually become independent of the MTL[23]. On the
other hand, the Multiple Trace Theory postulates a lifelong involvement of the MTL for retrieval of episodic
and context-specific memories[6,24]. Recently, the latter
has been updated to explicitly include a transformation
account of memory, which considers the dynamic nature
of memories and suggests that episodic memories may
transform to semantic or gist-like versions represented in
neocortical areas outside of the hippocampus, but those
that continue to contain rich episodic/contextual details
remain dependant on the hippocampus[25,26].

Of note, MTL activation observed by some semantic
memory studies involving famous people recognition[31,32]
could be explained by the association of this semantic information with autobiographical memories[33], as suggested by lesion research[34,35]. As for the MTL’s involvement
according to age of memories, an increasing number of
fMRI studies provided evidence that, when phenomenological qualities and especially vividness are considered, MTL activations are observed for retrieval of rich
and vivid and both recent and remote autobiographical
memories[36-41], which resonates with the Multiple Trace
Theory positing long-life involvement of MTL for vivid
context-specific recollections.
Prefrontal cortex
Available evidence also highlights the role of different
PFC sub-regions in AM retrieval[22,27]. Specifically, among
the PFC sub-regions, the ventrolateral PFC and the medial PFC appear to be systematically linked to retrieval of
personal events[27,38].
Lateral PFC: Systematic activation of the ventrolateral
PFC during recollection of autobiographical memories
is associated with successful memory retrieval, involving initial strategic search and selection of appropriate
information[27,42,43]. Specifically, activity in the lateral PFC
has been observed early during retrieval[28,29,44], supporting therefore its role in strategic search operations and
initial recovery processes consistent with current models
of AM[1] that emphasize the reconstructive retrieval of
memories. Additionally, the more ventral (orbital) portion
of the lateral PFC, part of the frontotemporal junction
interconnected through the ventral branch of the uncinate fascicle, has been attributed a crucial role in ecphory
(triggering) of memory retrieval[45,46] and synchronisation
of emotional and factual components of the personal
memories during conscious self re-experiencing[47-49].
The latter is also supported by recent evidence suggesting the involvement of parts of the ventrolateral PFC in
enhanced re-experiencing of emotional autobiographical
memories[50].
Medial PFC: Activation of the medial PFC is also systematically reported during recollection of autobiographical
memories[27] and linked to the role of medial PFC in selfreferential processes[51], of which AM is an essential part.
Indeed, there is evidence that increased activity in medial
PFC distinguished real life AM from laboratory-based episodic memory imaging studies[38,52,53] and its more ventral
portions are associated with real self-relevant events[54]
and self-perspective[55]. Recently, ventromedial PFC has
been found to contain more information about remote
memories (although both recent and remote memories
are represented there[37]). It should be noted that overall
in the neuroimaging research, the medial PFC is linked
to a variety of functions[56], such as self-referential[51] and
emotional[57] processing, mentalizing[58,59], intuitive assessment of “felt rightness”[60] as well as in some regulatory

MTL
Neuroimaging evidence suggests that the MTL is a crucial node in the AM retrieval network[21,27] involved in
binding together the multimodal representations of an
episode. Specifically, studies directly comparing autobiographical to semantic memory retrieval revealed greater
engagement of the MTL, particularly on the left side[28-30].
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mechanisms[61]. Therefore, it can be suggested that medial
PFC might in general be supporting processes related to
self-awareness and self-regulation.

damage to the MTL regions, because of their critical importance for retrieval of specific autobiographical events
as highlighted by functional neuroimaging research in
normal subjects and lesion research (although the latter
still continues to debate the long-life involvement of the
hippocampus). Therefore, we will discuss studies that use
fMRI protocols to investigate AM in patients with different neurological conditions affecting the MTL and hence,
shed light on the functionality of damaged MTL and the
potential reorganization of the AM network. We selected
the studies based on that they examine AM through
fMRI in pathologies with overt damage to the MTL (Table
1). The neurological conditions presented below differ in
terms of the age at which they occur, their focal or diffuse nature, and progression.

Posterior cortices
Retrieval of autobiographical memories in healthy participants also leads to activations in the posterior cortices
(e.g., precuneus, visual cortices), which are considered to
support the multimodal and visual representations associated with the event and visual imagery (and visualized
re-experiencing)[20,62]. Specifically, fMRI studies provided
evidence that posterior cortices are later involved during
(re)construction of autobiographical memories[28,29] to
support the retrieval of specific details. For instance, precuneus because of its role in egocentric (view-dependant,
relative to the observer) representation of a place, has
been thought critical for autonoetic awareness in remembering events from a first person perspective[63]. This is
by comparison to MTL, which is involved in allocentric
(view-independent) representations[64], but only those that
are rich instead of schematic[7].
In summary, fMRI investigations of AM in normal
conditions have been very informative in establishing
what is called the typical AM brain network, which can
be used as a framework for investigation and better understanding of neural correlates of AM impairment.

Developmental amnesia
Developmental amnesia is a memory disorder associated with selective hippocampal damage resulting from
hypoxic/ischemic episodes that occur perinatally or
early in childhood[69]. Typically, developmental amnesia
is characterized by severely impaired episodic AM and
relatively preserved semantic memory[70,71], which makes
it possible to investigate developmental deficits selectively
and to shed light on the neural reorganisation of the AM
network due to early life damage. In fact, among the first
neuroimaging studies of AM in amnesic patients is the
study carried out by Maguire et al[72], who used fMRI in
the case of a developmental amnesic patient, Jon (initially
reported by Vargha-Khadem et al[71]). Jon presented with
impaired AM (but he was able to recall some personal
memories) and had a relatively preserved semantic memory[72]. Jon showed a similar pattern of brain activations
to control subjects during memory retrieval but the activations and the interactions among them were different
from those observed in controls. Of particular interest,
Jon’s retrieval of autobiographical events was associated
with increased bilateral activity of the hippocampus, in
spite of the 50% volume loss bilaterally. Moreover, hippocampus and medial PFC were significantly more activated during retrieval of events for which Jon had clear
and conscious recollection (autonoetic consciousness)
compared to those he knew but could not remember experiencing. Overall, the findings suggest that the residual
hippocampal tissue was functional and contributed to
retrieval of the few preserved autobiographical ‘‘islands’’.
Moreover, they point out the crucial role of autonoetic
awareness during AM retrieval mediated, very likely, by
the medial PFC. Therefore, these findings provide insights to mechanisms of brain plasticity[73].

FMRI INVESTIGATION OF AM
IMPAIRMENT IN PATHOLOGIES
AFFECTING MTL
Over the past decade, the rapid development of functional neuroimaging techniques and experimental designs
(more flexible event-related, self-paced designs, shortened
repetition times, new analyzing tools) has made the use
of functional neuroimaging protocols in patients possible, which, besides clinical issues, advances our understanding of the neural networks of memory[65,66] and its
reorganization in case of damage. The use of functional
neuroimaging techniques in brain damaged patients can
help to better understand not only how damage alters
the neural network supporting AM retrieval, but also
potential reorganization of this network through compensatory mechanisms (efficient or not) solicited to cope
with memory impairment. It is important to note, however, that the combined use of neuropsychological and
neuroimaging methods has advantages over the use of
either approach alone[65,66]. The purpose of the review is
not to provide an exhaustive literature review of memory
impairment due to brain damage and its assessment with
neuroimaging in general (for more general reviews on
human memory disorders and the application of neuroimaging, we refer the readers to[65,67,68]). Rather the aim is
to present and discuss examples of studies that have used
fMRI in particular (as the most advanced neuroimaging
method and targeted by the scope of the present special
topic) to investigate AM impairment in patients with
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Hypoxia (in adulthood)
Deprivation of oxygen supply (hypoxia) in adulthood
also leads to damage to the MTL, specifically the hippocampus, and severe deficit in memory of past events[74-76].
By comparison to patients with developmental amnesia,
patients with hypoxic MTL damage in adulthood showed
a much more severe pattern of memory impairment. In
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Table 1 Summaries of functional magnetic resonance imaging studies investigating autobiographical memory in patients with medial
temporal lobe damage
Ref.

Pathology

Addis et al[97]

Patients

Temporal lobe epilepsy 11 patients

Lesion side
Left

Remote memory profile

Berry et al[124]
Maguire et al[72]

Limbic encephalitis
Developmental
amnesia

Single-case, Mrs B Bilateral
Single-case, patient Bilateral
Jon

Maguire et al[77]

Hypoxia in late age

Maguire et al[110]

Semantic dementia

Single-case, patient Bilateral
VC
Single-case, patient Initially left later Initially relatively intact
AM
bilateral
AM followed by gradual
deterioration

Manning et al[98]

Temporal lobe epilepsy Single-case, patient Left
JR
Alzheimer's disease
21 patients
Bilateral
Semantic dementia
Patients JPL and
JPL: bilateral
EP
EP: bilateral
but sparing
hippocampi

Meulenbroek et al[113]
Viard et al[111]

Compensatory Activations

Mild impairment episodic
AM
Relative preservation
semantic AM
Impaired AM (recent events)
Impaired AM (few preserved
events) relatively normal
semantic memory
Severe impairment AM

Preserved AM, impaired
public memory
Episodic-to-semantic shift
JPL: impaired AM
EP: initially relatively
preserved AM

mPFC, posterior medial structures
mPFC-PHG connectivity
Left vlPFC, posterior cortices
Functional residual hippocampi
mPFC
Lateral temporal areas (for personal
facts)
Year 1: Initially functional right and
residual left hippocampi,
Year2: mPFC, vlPFC, precuneus,
Year 3: few occipito-temporal areas
Contro-lesional right MTL, mPFC,
posterior cortices
mPFC, left vlPFC, posterior cortices
JPL: right hippocampus, vlPFC,
occipital areas
EP: both hippocampi

AM: Autobiographical memory; mPFC: Medial prefrontal cortex; vlPFC: Ventro-lateral prefrontal cortex; MTL: Medial temporal lobe; PHG: Parahippocampal gyrus.

an fMRI examination, Maguire et al[77] investigated memory in a patient, VC (initially reported by Cipolotti et al[75]),
who had MTL damage due to hypoxia in late adulthood.
Given that VC did not have reliable memory of personal
past events to be investigated in a functional neuroimaging procedure[78,79], only his memory for personal facts
and general knowledge were examined. In the context
of broadly comparable to control subjects’ memory network, VC exhibited increased activity in lateral temporal
regions compared to controls and did not show any
activity in the residual hippocampi, while hippocampal
activations were revealed in controls as well as in developmental amnesic patient Jon for personal facts. These
findings suggest that in the case of hypoxic MTL damage
in adulthood, deficits of AM are much more severe and
could be due to the absence of residual functionality in
lesioned hippocampi. Overall, combined together findings from developmental and adult-acquired amnesia
due to hypoxia point to the importance of age at which
damage occurs, which is of great importance for reorganization and compensatory brain mechanisms. This issue
clearly needs further investigation by systematic fMRI examination of patients with damage occurring at different
periods of life.

new information) in patients with TLE. However, in the
last decade an increasing number of studies also explored
remote memory in TLE patients[82-88]. They revealed that
TLE affects remote memory, particularly AM, with left
TLE leading to severe AM deficit. Similarly to clinical
neuropsychological studies, the majority of the functional
neuroimaging studies focused on testing anterograde
memory[89,90] and on pre-surgical evaluation to predict
post-surgical memory changes[91-96], while only a handful
of functional neuroimaging studies examined the neural
correlates of AM in patients with TLE[97,98] (see also[99]
for patients with transient epileptic amnesia). The studies
by Manning et al[98] and Addis et al[97] presented left TLE
patients with different AM profiles, which illustrates the
fact that the same disease can lead to different patterns
of memory performance and brain reorganization.
In a single-case report, Manning et al[98] investigated
the interaction between AM and semantic memory in a
patient, JR (initially reported by Manning et al[100]), who
underwent surgical resection of the left MTL for treatment of long-standing TLE with teenage onset of seizures. JR presented a very rare pattern of remote memory dissociation, such as preserved AM and selectively
impaired semantic memory for public events and famous
people. During retrieval of autobiographical episodes associated with famous people, JR showed increased activations in the intact right MTL (parahippocampal gyrus),
several posterior cortices (posterior cingulate cortex,
precuneus, temporo-occipital junction) and medial PFC.
These findings suggest that contralesional right MTL may
be sufficient to adaptively take charge of AM in case of
left MTL damage according to the age at which epilepsy

Temporal lobe epilepsy
Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is a chronic neurological
condition characterized by partial epileptic seizures originating in the temporal lobe, accompanied usually by hippocampus sclerosis[80] and associated with memory deficit[81]. Overall, memory for the past has been much less
investigated than anterograde memory (i.e., acquisition of
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Semantic dementia: Only two studies, to our knowledge to date, have investigated the neural correlates of
AM in semantic dementia using fMRI[110,111], one of them
presenting a longitudinal fMRI follow-up of a semantic
dementia patient[110]. The fMRI studies provided evidence
of efficient and inefficient compensatory mechanisms,
which led to relative initial maintenance of normal level
of AM performance and to impaired, namely lacking
episodic-specificity AM, performance, respectively.
In a single-case report, Maguire et al[110] used fMRI to
investigate neural correlates of AM in a semantic dementia patient, AM, as a function of the progression of the
dementia at three separate occasions (years 1, 2 and 3).
Initially, the patient showed relatively normal AM scores,
but with the progression of the disease his AM gradually
deteriorated. To begin with, the patient had volume loss
in the left hippocampus and left anterior lateral temporal
cortex. However, at year 3, the atrophy encompassed the
temporal lobes bilaterally, including both hippocampi. As
for changes through time of the AM retrieval network,
initially at year 1, the patient exhibited increased activations in regions of the consensual AM network, including
the intact right hippocampus, and importantly increased
activation of the remnant left hippocampus, which was
not further observed during the following fMRI examinations (years 2 and 3). Moreover, at year 2, the patient
showed increased activations of ventromedial PFC and
precuneus, among other brain regions, to finally end up at
year 3 with disengagement of the AM network, except for
the occipitotemporal cortices. These findings reveal how
the progression of dementia and MTL atrophy could affect AM retrieval and the associated neural correlates. Initially, despite the volume loss in the left hippocampus, the
residual hippocampal tissue was still functional and therefore could support relatively preserved recollection of
personal events. Over the course of the dementia process,
the hippocampus became inactive and it seemed to be
compensated by increased activity in the medial PFC and
precuneus, which, with the progression of the dementia,
appeared in turn to become non-operational.
Viard et al[111] used fMRI to investigate AM according
to the remoteness of memories in two semantic dementia patients, JPL and EP, with different patterns of hippocampal atrophy and AM profiles. While JPL presented
with impaired AM recollections (reflected in reduction
of specific episodic details) and severe atrophy of both
hippocampi, EP presented with initially preserved AM
recollections with greater reliance on visual imagery than
healthy controls and relative preservation of both hippocampi, despite atrophy in adjacent temporal cortices.
In terms of brain activations and interactions, while JPL
exhibited less activity in the left anterior hippocampus
(remote memories) and increased activity in the right
posterior hippocampus, functionally connected with the
posterior occipital cortices, EP exhibited increased activity in both left and right anterior hippocampi (for both
recent and remote memories), which were functionally
connected to each other. These findings suggest that

occurred and the developmental course of AM ability,
which typically emerges gradually across the preschool
years.
Addis et al[97] investigated the AM cerebral network
in a group of patients with left TLE with significant left
hippocampal atrophy and mild AM impairment (reflected
in reduction of the episodic details of memories). The
authors found that in the absence of significant activation and connections of the residual left hippocampal tissue, retrieval of personal memories in left TLE patients
was associated with increased activations in the posterior
cortices, including posterior cingulate/retrosplenial and
precuneus, right hippocampus (albeit sub-threshold) as
well as strong direct connections between the left medial
posterior cortices (posterior cingulate/retrosplenial) and
left medial PFC, and between left parahippocampal gyrus
and left medial PFC. These findings suggest that the AM
impairment in left TLE could be due to reduced engagement and connections of the lesioned left hippocampus,
compensated to some degree by pathways involving medial PFC and medial posterior cortices, which were insufficient to support detailed episodic-specific recollections.
Overall, the above-mentioned studies provided complementary evidence that depending on the onset of the
epilepsy, damage to the left hippocampus can differently
affect AM and a different pattern of reorganization of
the AM network can be observed, despite several apparent differences between the two studies (single case vs
group study, after vs before surgical treatment). Specifically, in a case of late childhood/teenage occurring epilepsy,
right MTL could be sufficient to successfully mediate
AM. Otherwise, regions outside MTL could be solicited
to compensate left MTL damage, such as medial PFC
and medial posterior cortices, which support residual AM
(less detailed memories) but appear inefficient to maintain an overall normal level of detailed, episodic-specific
AM recollections.
Neurodegenerative diseases
Neurodegenerative diseases are neurological conditions
characterized by progressive degeneration and/or death
of neuronal cells. Of particular interest in the study
of memory are semantic dementia, a form of frontotemporal dementia, and Alzheimer’s disease since both
involve neurodegenerative processes in the temporal
lobes[101,102]. Usually in the memory literature, semantic
dementia and Alzheimer’s disease present a dissociable
neuropsychological memory profile at an initial stage of
the disease[103,104]. While semantic dementia is characterized by a profound and amodal loss of semantic memory
in the context of relatively preserved episodic AM[105-107],
Alzheimer’s disease is typically characterized by severe
impairment of episodic AM in the context of relative
sparing of semantic memory[108,109]. Despite the interesting dissociation within remote memory observed in these
two neurodegenerative diseases, there are only a handful
of fMRI studies examining AM in patients with semantic
dementia and Alzheimer’s disease.
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atrophy together with absence of functionality in the
residual hippocampal tissue might explain impaired AM,
suggesting that activation in right posterior hippocampus
and interactions with occipital cortices may have been
recruited to compensate left hippocampal deficit, but that
this compensatory mechanism was insufficient to support
a normal level of rich episodic-specific recollections.
Overall, evidence from fMRI studies of AM in semantic dementia patients highlights the importance of
the left hippocampus in retrieval of vivid and specific autobiographical memories, which when atrophied and not
functional leads to impaired AM. In the case of late age
and progressive damage of MTL, initial functionality of
the remnant left hippocampus, rather than the right hippocampus, could support a relatively normal level of AM
performance at an early stage of the disease. Subsequent
increased engagement of medial PFC and precuneus
could be seen as a compensatory mechanism reflecting
attempts to maintain AM, although it had gradually declined. It could be also speculated that precuneus involvement could reflect retrieval processes that are based on a
more egocentric representation and greater reliance on a
self-referential perspective during recollection.

of retrograde amnesia, particularly for autobiographical
events[116,120-123]. Despite evidence that encephalitis severely affects retrograde memory, especially AM, and may
lead to interesting dissociations in relation to the side of
damage[120], fMRI investigations of AM in encephalitic
patients are very rare[124]. In a single-case fMRI study, Berry et al[124] examined the neural correlates underlying “rehearsed” (reviewed) personal episodes in a woman, Mrs B,
diagnosed with limbic encephalitis five years before the
neuroimaging investigation and presenting with impaired
memory for autobiographical events. The patient used a
wearable camera, SenseCam (Microsoft Research, Cambridge) to recode images during personal events, and then
reviewed the images approximately every two days during
three weeks. During scanning, Mrs B viewed rehearsed
SenseCam images, together with never reviewed and new
images as well as events recorded in a written diary and
also rehearsed every two days during three weeks. At the
behavioral level, the patient showed better performance
for “rehearsed” SenseCam images, which at the neural
level was associated with increased activity in the left
ventrolateral PFC, lateral temporal, parietal and occipital
regions in the absence of MTL activations. This study
suggests a potentially effective way of alleviating AM
deficit with a rehearsal-based training using visual material and supported by frontal and posterior activations,
which very likely reflects a more general recognition of
the event rather than detailed specific recollection, especially given that during scanning, events were not remembered in detail but just recognized (as known or familiar).
Further investigation involving detailed recollection of
personal events would help better understand the effects
of training procedures on AM brain network.

Alzheimer’s disease: Episodic to semantic shift is usually reported in patients with Alzheimer’s disease and
deficit in episodic AM recollection is the hallmark of the
disease, even being detected at the very preliminary stage
of the disease, known as amnesic mild cognitive impairment[112]. The pattern of “semantization” of episodic AM
has been observed in a group of 21 patients diagnosed
with early stage, probable Alzheimer’s disease who were
examined using fMRI[113]. Specifically, these patients presented with a decline in episodic recollection of personal
experiences, which contained more semantic and repetitive information and also atrophy in both hippocampi.
At the level of brain activations, patients with Alzheimer’
s disease showed increased activity in ventromedial PFC,
left ventrolateral PFC and posterior cortices (lingual gyrus and precuneus). Moreover, increased activity in ventromedial and ventrolateral PFC was linked to decreased
volume in the hippocampus. These findings suggest that
increased engagement of ventromedial and ventrolateral
PFC could reflect a compensatory mechanism supporting
retrieval of less detailed and more “semantized” autobiographical memories (i.e., episodic-to-semantic shift in the
quality of recollection), very likely relying on some kind
of self-involvement.

Summary
Altogether, the above-presented fMRI studies in patients
with MTL damage highlight the importance of the left
hippocampus, which when atrophied and not functional
leads to deficits in AM. Available fMRI evidence suggests
that atrophy in the left hippocampus does not necessary
lead to alteration in its activation pattern and to severe
AM impairment; namely, residual functionality in the
damaged hippocampus may underpin relatively normal
AM recollection. When residual hippocampal tissue is
not functional, other brain mechanisms come into play
to compensate its silence. In some cases, engagement
of contralesional MTL structures could be sufficient to
support AM, but very likely only in some circumstances,
dependent on the age at which damage occurred. In
other cases, PFC, more often medial PFC, and posterior
cortices could support compensatory processes engaged
to deal with the AM deficit, but not necessarily always efficient to support rich and detailed recollections (Table 1).
Given the evidence that medial PFC has been associated
with processes related to the self[51] and contains more
information for remote memories[37] in healthy subjects,
it could be speculated that involvement of medial PFC
in case of damage could reflect retrieval of more stable

Encephalitis
Encephalitis is a neurological condition characterized by
an acute inflammation of the brain, generally caused by a
virus or autoimmunity (e.g., herpes encephalitis, limbic encephalitis). There is usually extensive damage to the temporal lobes, including the medial temporal regions[114-116]
and extending to the PFC[117,118], although not necessarily[119], and a severe memory impairment[114]. More specifically, neuropsychological research provides evidence
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fects the ventrolateral PFC[132] associated with retrieval of
emotional memories (see above) and is linked to reduced
MTL engagement[133].

gist-like aspects containing less episodic details of the
memories (rather than true detailed episodic-specific
recollection supported by hippocampus) accompanied by
the overall sense of self-involvement.

Affective disorders
Dysfunctions of AM are also widely reported in affective
disorders, such as depression and post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD)[134-137], which are characterized by intrusions of memory of the traumatic event, bias toward
negative memories and an overgeneralization (lacking
specificity) of retrieval[138,139]. Recently, there are some
studies examining the neural correlates of AM in depression[140,141] and PTSD[142,143], which highlight the abnormal
involvement of the PFC and/or emotion-related MTL
region, i.e., amygdala. Overall, the fMRI investigations in
psychogenic amnesia and affective disorders could also be
very informative regarding the interplay between memory
and emotion, which has long been neglected, while there
is no doubt of emotional and motivational influences on
AM.

CONCLUSION
Overall, the present review of fMRI studies in patients
with AM impairment due to damage in MTL core memory structures summarizes the importance of fMRI data
in providing insights on how brain damage affects the
neural network supporting retrieval of autobiographical
memories and how the brain appears to cope with damage by engaging compensatory mechanisms, which can
either be efficient or not, so to mediate AM recollection.
FMRI may supply additional information over that provided by neuropsychological assessment and structural
MRI and combining them together during examination
of brain damaged patients would lead to a better and
more reliable understanding of memory disorders and
the underlying brain activations pattern and, ultimately,
better management of the patients. The studies discussed
in the present review, presenting different pathological
entities affecting MTL and associated with different patterns of AM loss, provide relevant theoretical and clinical
information that can guide future functional neuroimaging
research of memory impairment. Although the present
review focused on the use of fMRI in patients with MTL
damage, for completeness, it should be noted that fMRI
has started to be used in other pathologies characterized
by AM impairment, some of which we briefly enumerate
below.

Psychiatric disorders: The case of schizophrenia
Schizophrenia has been also associated with impaired
AM[144-146] in the context of deficits in several cognitive
operations (perception, memory) and emotional processing, caused very likely by a more general cognition –
emotion disintegration[147]. FMRI examination of AM in
schizophrenia revealed an abnormal pattern of activation
and correlations with memory performance in the PFC
and striatum, respectively[148]. Further fMRI investigations
are needed to clearly understand AM deficits in schizophrenia and its link to a more general disturbance at the
level of emotion-cognition interaction.
Finally, we would like to mention that it would also
be of great use for investigating the effects of cognitive
based training programs. Specifically, fMRI can be used
before and after training programs to establish beneficial
changes in neural activations leading to improved AM[149].
Investigations of this sort are remarkably scarce in the
AM research, but hopefully they will emerge in the near
future and provide new opportunities to understand reorganization of brain network activation and brain plasticity.

Traumatic brain injury
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) has usually been associated
with impaired AM[125-127] together with diffuse axonal injury mainly affecting the connection between frontal and
temporal regions[126,128]. Given the diffuse nature of damage, TBI presents a challenge in understanding impairment of AM, which might be linked to a more general
deficit in executive functions and alteration of the sense
of self. A recent single-case fMRI investigation[129] of a
TBI patient, ML (initially reported by Levine et al[125]),
revealed decreased involvement of the medial prefrontal and posterior cortices for recently encoded personal
events, of which retrieval is lacking specificity and autonoetic awareness[125]. This finding underscores the link
between autonoetic awareness and medial PFC, which
could be involved as a compensatory mechanism only
when autonoetic awareness is relatively preserved.
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Core tip: This review provides a pictorial summary of
orbital inflammatory disease (OID). It outlines many
key aspects of OID on imaging that can be used to distinguish from other pathologic conditions. The review
also provides an up-to-date overview of the best approaches to imaging workup when suspecting OID.
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Abstract
Orbital inflammatory disease (OID) represents a collection of inflammatory conditions affecting the orbit. OID
is a diagnosis of exclusion, with the differential diagnosis including infection, systemic inflammatory conditions,
and neoplasms, among other conditions. Inflammatory
conditions in OID include dacryoadenitis, myositis, cellulitis, optic perineuritis, periscleritis, orbital apicitis, and
a focal mass. Sclerosing orbital inflammation is a rare
condition with a chronic, indolent course involving dense
fibrosis and lymphocytic infiltrate. Previously thought
to be along the spectrum of OID, it is now considered
a distinct pathologic entity. Imaging plays an important
role in elucidating any underlying etiology behind orbital
inflammation and is critical for ruling out other conditions prior to a definitive diagnosis of OID. In this review, we will explore the common sites of involvement
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INTRODUCTION
Orbital inflammatory disease (OID, aka orbital inflammatory pseudotumor, idiopathic orbital inflammatory
syndrome, nonspecific orbital inflammation)[1-3] was first
described by Gleason in 1903[4] and accounts for 6% of
diseases involving the orbit. It is the third most common
orbital disease after Grave’s orbitopathy and lymphoproliferative diseases[5]. OID is most commonly unilateral
with symptoms and clinical findings depending on the
site involved as well as the degree of inflammation, fibrosis, and any mass effect. Generally, acute OID presents with proptosis, extraocular motility disturbance,
pain, erythema, and chemosis[2]. As OID is a diagnosis
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Table 1 Differential diagnosis of orbital inflammatory disease by site
Structure involved

Clinical condition

Lacrimal gland
Extraocular muscles

Dacryoadenitis
Myositis

Optic nerve sheath

Perineuritis

Orbital/periorbital fat

Orbital apex
Periscleral

Cellulitis

Common imaging findings
Diffuse lacrimal gland enlargement
Unilateral EOM inflammation, usually involving surrounding
fat and myotendinous junction
Peripheral enhancement about the optic nerve, with varying
infiltration of surrounding fat. Variable enhancement of the
nerve substance
Enhancing periorbital soft tissue with possible intraconal
extension

Orbital apicitis, Tolosa- Ill-defined, T2 hypointense enhancing tissue at orbital apex,
Hunt syndrome
variably involving middle cranial fossa and cavernous sinus
Periscleritis
Scleral thickening with periscleral edema and fluid in
Tenon’s capsule

Differential diagnosis
Epithelial neoplasm, lymphoma
Dysthyroid orbitopathy
Optic nerve sheath meningioma,
demyelinating optic neuritis
Infectious orbital cellulitis, carotid
cavernous fistula, cavernous sinus
thrombosis
Meningioma, other dural infiltrative
process
Endophthalmitis

EOM: Extraocular muscles.

B

A

Figure 1 Dacryoadenitis. A: Axial T2 shows diffuse enlargement of the left lacrimal gland. Note the tapered posterior margin (long arrow), as well as the involvement of the orbital lobe (short arrow). These findings suggest a lymphoid or inflammatory process rather than an epithelial neoplasm; B: Axial fat-suppressed contrastenhanced T1 shows infiltration of the preseptal (long arrow) and post septal (short arrow) fat. These features suggest orbital inflammatory disease rather than orbital
lymphoma.

Dacryoadenitis
Inflammation of the lacrimal gland, termed “dacryoadenitis”, is commonly seen in OID. Clinically, dacryoadenitis presents as a painful, firm, erythematous mass with
edema in the lateral upper lid, and possible ptosis[9,10].
Because the abnormality diffusely involves the lymphoid
structures of the lacrimal gland, the classic appearance is
of diffuse enlargement of the gland, including the orbital
and palpebral lobes (Figure 1)[10,11]. This is an important
feature in distinguishing inflammatory disease from an
epithelial neoplasm, which will typically only involve a
portion of the lacrimal gland, usually the orbital lobe
(Figure 2). Additional features that suggest an inflammatory process are a compressed, “almond-shaped” appearance of the gland as well as a tapered posterior margin
of the gland. In contrast, an epithelial neoplasm will
typically be seen as well-circumscribed and round to oval
in shape[10,12]. The axial T2 magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) in Figure 1A shows diffuse enlargement of the left
lacrimal gland. Note the tapered posterior margin, as well
as the involvement of the orbital lobe. These findings
suggest a lymphoid or inflammatory process rather than
an epithelial neoplasm.
Although it is usually relatively straightforward to dis-

of exclusion, patients must be evaluated to rule out any
malignancy, infection, systemic inflammatory process, or
other concomitant medical conditions[6]. The differential
diagnosis includes local and systemic inflammatory conditions caused by neoplasm, infection, vascular malformation, and trauma[5].
Inflammation occurs as a non-specific response to
potentially harmful stimuli and is marked by increased
blood ﬂow and vascular permeability, vasodilatation, release of soluble mediators, extravasation of ﬂuids, and
cellular inﬂux[7]. Imaging findings in inflammatory disease
are most often related to increased blood-tissue permeability resulting in contrast enhancement, which is often
best seen with the use of fat suppression. Other common imaging findings in inflammation include fibrosis
and edema[8].
The site of involvement by OID dictates the radiological differential diagnosis, which can be especially
important given that the symptoms may be nonspecific.
We will review the common sites of involvement by OID
and discuss differential diagnosis by site, as outlined in
Table 1. However, it is important to note that OID commonly involves multiple sites, and that this feature is often important in suggesting OID ahead of other lesions.
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Figure 2 Adenoid cystic carcinoma of the lacrimal gland. A: Axial T1 non-enhanced MRI showing an enlarged, heterogeneous left lacrimal gland (black arrow).
Compare this to the contralateral normal gland (white arrow); B: Axial T1 non-enhanced MRI showing sparing of the palpebral lobe (arrows). MRI: Magnetic resonance
imaging.

tinguish an epithelial lacrimal gland neoplasm from a process involving the glandular lymphoid tissue, it is not always easy to distinguish lymphoma of the lacrimal gland
from inflammatory disease. There are a few features that
can aid in this distinction. First, inflammatory disease is
more commonly bilateral (30% of chronic and 20% of
acute inflammatory disease vs 12%-18% of lymphoma
cases)[13-15]. Second, inflammatory disease is more commonly associated with inflammation of the surrounding
soft tissues. Figure 1B is an axial fat-suppressed contrastenhanced T1 that shows infiltration of the preseptal and
post septal fat. These features suggest OID rather than
orbital lymphoma. There are exceptions to these rules,
however. Sarcoid commonly produces diffuse lacrimal
gland enlargement without infiltration of surrounding
fat, a pattern that is more suggestive of lymphoma. Lymphoma may also have a surrounding inflammatory component in some cases[12].
Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is perhaps the
most reliable technique to distinguish lymphoma from
inflammatory disease. The densely packed cells in lymphoma inhibit the non-random motion of water, causing
lymphoma to appear bright on DWI, with associated
reduction in apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) (Figure
3). An ADC of less than 0.92 × 10-3 mm2/s was shown
to be 100% sensitive and specific in distinguishing lymphoma from inflammatory disease[3], though we have
seen a handful of exceptions to this rule. Politi et al[13]
found an ADC threshold of 0.775 × 10-3 mm2/s was
96% sensitive and 93% specific for diagnosing ocular adnexal lymphoma.

tendinous junction (Figure 4). These are important features in distinguishing myositis from thyroid orbitopathy,
which typically produces bilateral inflammation of EOM
and spares the myotendinous junction. Of note, sparing
of the myotendinous junction alone does not exclude
OID. The lateral rectus and superior oblique muscles are
also relatively spared early in the disease course in thyroid
orbitopathy, and the condition often presents clinically
with proptosis, chemosis, and diplopia. These findings
may also suggest IgG4-related disease (IgG4-RD), which
may present with similar clinical symptoms. The lymphocytic infiltration characteristic of IgG4-RD is often seen
as inflammation of bilateral lacrimal glands and EOM’s[18].
The most frequently affected muscle is the inferior rectus. In patients with normal thyroid stimulating hormone
and thyroid, these findings may suggest IgG4-RD and a
serum IgG4 level may be considered.
The differential diagnosis for myositis also includes
orbital cellulitis, which is commonly accompanied by fever, leukocytosis, and a clinical history of head and neck
infection. Contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CT)
imaging may identify the source of spread to the orbit
and may also help identify any abscess that requires surgical intervention[17]. Figure 5 demonstrates a case of infectious orbital cellulitis where corresponding sinus disease
can be appreciated. Metastases and lymphoma may also
mimic myositis and are often seen as a focal mass with
increased signal intensity in the EOM’s[17]. Patients with
low-flow carotid cavernous fistula (CCF) may also share
features with myositis, as the venous congestion may
appear on CT and MRI as inflamed EOM[19] (Figure 6).
Enlarged superior ophthalmic veins (SOVs) are typically
seen in CCF. Transcranial doppler ultrasonography allows
visualization of retrograde flow through the SOV, suggestive of CCF[20] and angiography can be used to best
characterize the fistulous communication (Figure 6C).
Contrast-enhanced T1 MRI with fat suppression best
visualizes inflammation of the muscles, tendons, and surrounding fat, which is seen as swelling of the tendon and
belly of the EOM. While not diagnostic, involvement
of the perimuscular tendon is a distinguishing finding
of non-thyroid inflammatory disease[17]. In Figure 4C, a

Myositis
Orbital myositis is a non-infectious inflammatory
condition primarily affecting the extraocular muscles
(EOM)[16]. Clinically, it presents with unilateral orbital or
periorbital pain (17%-69%), painful and restricted eye
movement (46%-54%), proptosis (32%-82%), periorbital
edema (42%-75%), and hyperemia of the conjunctiva
(33%-48%)[17]. The classic appearance of EOM myositis
includes a unilateral thickening of one or two EOMs, often also involving the surrounding fat, tendon, and myo-
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Figure 3 Lacrimal gland lymphoma (A and B) compared to inflammatory dacryoadenitis (C and D). A: DWI image in a patient with lacrimal gland lymphoma.
Note the bright signal intensity (arrow) secondary to inhibition of water movement by the densely packed lymphoma cells; B: The corresponding ADC map of this
patient shows an associated reduction in ADC, represented by the dark signal just lateral to the orbit (arrow); C: DWI image in a patient with inflammatory dacryocystadenitis. Note the dark signal compared to the patient with lymphoma (arrow); D: ADC map shows bright signal in the involved lacrimal gland (arrow) as compared to
normal brain parenchyma. DWI: Diffusion-weighted imaging; ADC: Apparent diffusion coefficient.

A

B

C

Figure 4 Myositic pseudotumor. A: Coronal fat-suppressed contrast-enhanced T1 shows enlarged left superior oblique (white arrow) and superior rectus (black
arrow) muscles, and mild infiltration of the surrounding fat; B: Coronal fat-suppressed T2 shows low signal in the superior oblique muscle (white arrow), suggesting a
more chronic, burned out process, whereas the superior rectus muscle (black arrow) shows brighter signal, indicative of a more acute process; C: Parasagittal oblique
fat-suppressed contrast-enhanced T1 shows an enlarged superior rectus muscle belly (long arrow). The tendinous insertion (short arrow) is uncharacteristically spared
by this process. Nevertheless, unilateral disease, infiltration of the surrounding fat, and early involvement of the superior oblique muscle indicate pseudotumor ahead
of thyroid eye disease.

Cellulitis
Inflammatory orbital cellulitis describes inflammation
of preseptal (peri-orbital) or postsetpal (orbital) fat[21].
Patients typically present with proptosis, chemosis, and
painful diplopia[21]. Cellulitis of preseptal and orbital soft
tissue is best evaluated on contrast-enhanced T1 MRI
with fat suppression, where the most common finding
is poorly-defined periorbital enhancement enveloping

parasagittal oblique fat-suppressed contrast-enhanced T1
shows an enlarged superior rectus muscle belly with uncharacteristic sparing of the tendinous insertion. Nevertheless, unilateral disease, infiltration of the surrounding
fat, and early involvement of the superior oblique muscle
indicate pseudotumor ahead of thyroid eye disease. In
cases where it is difficult to distinguish inflammation versus lymphoma, DWI can be used, as described above.
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B

Figure 5 Infectious orbital cellulitis. A: Axial CT showing layering fluid in the ethmoid sinus and frontal recess on the left (black arrows), and infiltration of the orbital
fat (white arrow); B: Coronal T1 fat saturated post-gadolinium MRI demonstrates orbitalfat infiltration (long white arrow). Fluid in the adjacent ethmoid sinus (black
arrow) and intracranial extension of the process (short white arrow) are also features that indicate infection rather than orbital inflammatory disease. CT: Computed
tomography; MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging.

A

B

C

Figure 6 Indirect carotid-cavernous fistula. A: Coronal T2 MRI with fat saturation demonstrating mild infiltration of orbital fat (arrowhead) and thickening with high
signal intensity in the EOMs. In this image, the lateral rectus muscle appears brightest (short white arrow). Note the enlarged SOV (long white arrow), suggesting CCF
over myositis; B: Axial post-gadolinium T1 MRI with fat saturation. The SOV (long white arrow) is engorged secondary to retrograde flow from the cavernous sinus.
The superior oblique muscle (short white arrow) is also enlarged; C: Angiogram with lateral projection common carotid artery injection (patient facing to the right)
showing abnormal early filling in the cavernous sinus and SOV (short black arrows), as well as an abnormal tangle of vessels along dorsal surface of cavernous sinus
(long black arrow), representing abnormally dilated intracavernous ICA branches. MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging; EOM: Extraocular muscles; SOV: Superior ophthalmic vein; CCF: Carotid cavernous fistula; ICA: Internal carotid artery.

A

B

Figure 7 Diffuse cellulitic orbital inflammatory disease. A: Coronal T1-weighted image shows diffuse infiltration of the intraconal fat on the left (arrow); B: Axial fatsuppressed contrast-enhanced T1 shows diffuse enhancement throughout the intraconal fat. No well-defined focal mass or focal fluid collection is seen.

the globe and extending into post-septal fat[4]. Figure 7
is a T1-weighted MRI image showing diffuse infiltration
of the intraconal fat. Infectious cellulitis shares similar
imaging features, and it is important to obtain any clinical history of fever, sinusitis, or meningitis, as well as any
evidence of leukocytosis[2,11]. Presence of an abscess is
a clear indicator of an infectious process. On T2 MRI,
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infectious cellulitis typically presents as a hyperintense
lesion, whereas OID lesions range from to hypo- to hyperintense[2]. Additional features suggesting inflammation
of orbital and pre-septal fat include increased density and
enhancement of periorbital soft tissues, eyelids, and orbital septum. Intraconal extension is a sign of advanced
disease.
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Figure 8 Perineuritic orbital inflammatory disease. A: Coronal fat-suppressed contrast-enhanced T1 shows circumferential enhancement about the left optic nerve
(long arrow), with sparing of the nerve substance. There is also mild infiltration of the surrounding soft tissues (short arrow); B: Axial fat-suppressed T2 shows a small
amount of edema about Tenon’s capsule (arrow). This finding, along with clinical history of acute, painful presentation, help distinguish perineuritic pseudotumor from
en plaque optic nerve sheath meningioma.

The differential diagnosis for inflammatory orbital
cellulitis includes infection, CCF, cavernous sinus thrombosis, and Wegener’s granulomatosis. Careful evaluation
for any evidence of sinus disease is critical as infectious
orbital cellulitis is a potentially life-threatening disease.
Clinically, patients with infectious orbital cellulitis may
have a history of diabetes or immunocompromise and a
clinical history of sinus disease, recent dental procedures,
or trauma. Due to the serious nature of infectious orbital
cellulitis, a definitive diagnosis of OID may not be made
until after a lack of response to empirical broad-spectrum
antibiotic therapy[5]. A CCF may be distinguished from
OID by presence of an enlarged SOV, abnormal fullness
of the cavernous sinus, or, in larger fistulas, flow voids
on T2 MRI. Similar to CCF, cavernous sinus thrombosis
presents with an enlarged SOV. A non-enhancing filling defect in the cavernous sinus on CT venography or
contrast-enhanced MRI differentiates cavernous sinus
thrombosis from CCF or OID. Wegener’s granulomatosis (i.e., granulomatosis with polyangiitis) may also mimic
OID but is often accompanied by surrounding sinonasal
wall destruction, which is best appreciated on CT.

supporting a diagnosis of meningioma include a localized
mass and calcifications on CT imaging[9].
The differential diagnosis also includes demyelinating
optic neuritis, though demyelinating disease almost always
spares the soft tissues around the nerve while involving
the nerve substance diffusely[23]. It is important to distinguish perineuritis from optic neuritis, as the differential
diagnosis and clinical course are quite different. Patients
with optic neuritis (ON) are at high risk of developing
multiple sclerosis and should be evaluated to rule out this
disease. Diagnosis of optic perineuritis (OPN) is also
critical, as prompt corticosteroid treatment may help prevent vision loss. Clinically, both OPN and ON typically
present with eye pain and a swollen optic disc. While less
commonly compared to ON, patients with OPN may
also complain of vision impairment, though the vision
impairment in OPN is often paracentral or arcuate[23].
MRI of perineuritis often shows a “tram-track” pattern
of enhancement around the nerve, rather than involving
the nerve itself. Additionally, syphilitic infection, sarcoidosis, and viral encephalitides should be considered in patients with perineuritis[24].

Optic perineuritis
When intraorbital inflammation extends along the optic
nerve and nerve sheath, it is termed “perineuritis”[9]. Because inflammation affects the nerve sheath rather than
the nerve itself, the primary presenting clinical feature is
pain, while visual acuity, visual fields, and color vision are
typically unaffected[22]. Because the abnormality involves
a loosely organized inflammatory infiltrate around the
optic nerve, the classic appearance is of increased signal
intensity surrounding the optic nerve, and extending
into adjacent fat on post-gadolinium T1 MRI with fatsuppression (Figure 8A)[9,22]. Enhancement of the optic
nerve sheath is often poorly-defined[23], which, in addition
to a history of pain, may serve as an important feature in
distinguishing perineuritis from meningioma (Figure 8B).
This finding, along with clinical history of acute, painful
presentation, help distinguish perineuritic pseudotumor
from en plaque optic nerve sheath meningioma. Features

Periscleritis
Periscleritis may refer to inflammation of the sclera, uvea
(iris, ciliary body, choroid), or tenon’s capsule[9]. This condition may present as a uveitis or a scleritis/episcleritis.
Clinically, features of this inflammatory condition may
mimic infection or tumor and are characterized by orbital
pain, exophthalmos, and eyelid edema. Periscleritis can be
clearly seen on MR or CT as a heterogeneous thickening
along the outer rim of the eye[25] (Figure 9), representing thickening of the sclera and/or uvea. Features of
periscleritis can be best appreciated on axial T1 post-contrast MRI with fat saturation, which allows visualization
of the enhancing vascular choroid as well as any extension into retrobulbar fat. A subchoroidal fluid collection
displacing the retina may also be seen. Figure 9A shows
an axial contrast-enhanced CT in an 87-year-old immunocompromised man with left eye pain and and ordering
indication of “cellulitis”. Note the mild infiltration of the
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Figure 9 Periscleritic orbital inflammatory disease. Eighty-seven-year-old immunocompromised man with left eye pain and ordering indication of “cellulitis”. A:
Axial contrast-enhanced CT shows mild infiltration of the left periorbital fat (short white arrow). There is also periscleral edema (long white arrow), and subtle high
density along the temporal surface of the globe that is suggestive of a subchoroidal fluid collection (black arrow); B: Axial fat-suppressed contrast-enhanced T1 shows
these findings more conspicuously. Note that the elevated choroid layer (black arrow) extends anteriorly to the region of the ciliary body. Periscleral edema (long white
arrow) extending to Tenon’s capsule is better seen. CT: Computed tomography.

mass can be present anywhere in the orbit, with resulting
symptoms related to mass effect and inflammation. A
mass lesion in OID is best seen on axial T2 MRI, where
it appears as a well-defined, T2 hypointense mass, discrete from adjacent EOM and from the lacrimal gland
(Figure 10). The hypointensity appreciated in this image
is secondary to fibrosis. On T1 MRI they appear slightly
brighter, isointense to muscle, and show prominent postgadolinium enhancement[27]. As lesions progress, fibrosis
develops, resulting in retraction of adjacent structures.
Infiltration of inflammation and fibrosis into the sclera
and periorbital soft tissue may lead to globe deformity. In
fact, the degree of fibrosis and traction on other tissues
often suggests a greater chronicity of disease.
Inflammatory pseudotumors are often difficult to
distinguish from a true neoplasm[28]. Lymphoma accounts
for 20% of orbital mass lesions and is particularly difficult to distinguish from OID[27,28]. Clinically, lymphomatous lesions present more commonly with palpable mass,
while OID may present with eyelid edema, optic nerve
atrophy, and conjunctival congestion[27]. Imaging features
of inflammatory pseudotumor that help distinguish it
from lymphoma include marked T2 hypointensity and
evidence of fibrosis. Lymphoma typically appears more
lobular and, as described earlier, has greater diffusion
restriction than OID on DWI. Metastases are usually
brighter on T2 imaging. One exception to this is scirrhous breast cancer metastasis, which commonly produces a T2-hypointense, fibrotic mass with variable amount
of traction on adjacent structures. Certain benign tumors,
such as solitary fibrous tumor, can also show marked T2
hypointensity and overlap with OID in appearance[29].

Figure 10 Orbital inflammatory disease producing a focal mass. Axial T2
shows a well-defined, T2 hypointense mass in the right orbit, discrete from adjacent extraocular muscles and from the lacrimal gland.

left periorbital fat, periscleral edema, and subtle high density along the temporal surface of the globe suggestive of
a subchoroidal fluid collection. An axial fat-suppressed
contrast-enhanced T1 MRI in this patient shows these
findings more conspicuously (Figure 9B). Tenon’s capsule
(aka fascia bulbi or bulbar sheath) is a thin membrane
that lies between the sclera and orbital fat[26]. Thickening
is often seen in this area and may be accompanied by a
periscleral fluid collection.
The differential diagnosis includes any systemic inflammatory disease that causes posterior scleritis, such as lupus
or rheumatoid arthritis. Endophthalmitis may also have a
similar imaging appearance, but clinical vitritis should be
readily apparent in these cases. Infectious periscleritis often arises secondary to sinus infection and it is important
to evaluate the paranasal sinuses, particularly the ethmoid
sinus, in patients with uveoscleral thickening[4].

Diffuse OID
Diffuse orbital inflammation is found in approximately
4%-11% of patients with OID[30]. Similar to focal mass,
clinical presentation is highly variable as many sites of
the orbit can be affected. Patients must be evaluated for
systemic disease, including vasculitis and autoimmune
conditions such as Churg-Strauss disease or Wegener’s

Focal mass
OID may also present as a focal inflammatory mass, which
represents up to 9% of all orbital mass lesions and is the
most common cause of painful orbital mass in adults[6,9].
Clinical presentation is highly variable as an inflammatory
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Figure 11 Wegener's granulomatosis. A: Non-enhanced
axial CT through orbit demonstrating diffuse infiltration
of orbital fat (black arrowhead); B: Axial CT in through
sinuses in bone window shows destruction of medial
maxillary sinus walls, perforation of nasal septum (white
arrowhead), and chronic neo osteogenesis along sinus
walls (white arrows). CT: Computed tomography.

B

on T2, with a darker signal indicating higher degrees of
fibrosis[9,33]. In addition to the cavernous sinus, lesions of
the orbital apex may also extend into the middle cranial
fossa through the superior orbital fissure or optic canal,
as well as the infratemporal fossa and pterygopalatine
fossa through the inferior orbital fissure. Figure 12 shows
an axial, fat-suppressed, contrast-enhanced T1 MRI in a
patient with Tolosa-Hunt syndrome. Note the ill-defined
enhancement involving the right orbital apex and extending into the middle cranial fossa along the margin of the
cavernous sinus (arrow). Figure 13 shows bilateral cavernous sinus infiltration in a different patient, which resolved
completely after treatment.
The differential diagnosis of orbital apex lesions
includes meningioma, granulomatous disease, and local spread of central nervous system (CNS) pathology.
Evidence of cystic foci likely represents necrotic lesions,
which leads the diagnosis away from OID. Enhancement
or fullness of the cavernous sinus can be appreciated on
dynamic imaging and angiography may demonstrate narrowing of the cavernous sinus. Careful examination for
disruption of the dural barrier and intracranial extension
is critical. Common features of CNS involvement include
abnormal soft tissue extending into the middle cranial
fossa, expansion of the ipsilateral cavernous sinus walls,
and post-gadolinium enhancement of the meninges or
dura[9].

Figure 12 Orbital apicitis (Tolosa-Hunt). Axial fat-suppressed contrastenhanced T1 shows ill-defined enhancement involving the right orbital apex,
and extending into the middle cranial fossa along the margin of the cavernous
sinus (arrow).

granulomatosis[31,32]. Common characteristics of orbital
involvement in Wegener’s include diffuse infiltration of
orbital fat and sinonasal destructive changes (Figure 11).
Chest imaging and an immunologic workup are suggested prior to biopsy of diffuse OID. Lymphoma may
also mimic diffuse OID and, as described earlier, appears
more lobular and may be best distinguished from OID
using DWI MRI[3]. Chronic inflammation often contains
regions with varying degrees of fibrosis, resulting in a
heterogeneous appearance on MRI.

Sclerosing orbital inflammation
Sclerosing orbital inflammation is a rare condition representing 6%-8% of all inflammatory lesions of the
orbit[35]. Previously thought to be along the spectrum of
OID, it is now considered a distinct pathologic entity.
Clinically, it is characterized by proptosis, mild external
inflammatory signs, restricted motility, diplopia, and dull,
chronic pain[5]. The natural history of the condition often
involves a chronic, indolent, progressive process involving dense fibrosis and lymphocytic infiltrate. On CT or
MRI, it is most commonly described as a homogenous,
diffuse, ill-defined mass most frequently in the anterior
orbit and mid-orbit.
Definitive diagnosis is by biopsy, revealing dense
scarring and fibrosis. While no definitive treatment has
been identified, early and aggressive steroid therapy is
recommended as vision loss may occur in up to 30% of

Orbital apicitis
Involvement of the orbital apex, while less common, is
associated with the poorest outcome[4,9,33]. Inflammatory
lesions of the orbital apex are at risk of invading the optic nerve or extending into the cavernous sinus. TolosaHunt syndrome is a rare clinical condition caused by
cavernous sinus inflammation presenting with relapsing/
remitting acute orbital pain and paralysis of cranial nerves
[34]
Ⅲ, Ⅳ, Ⅴ1, and Ⅵ . Extension of OID into the cavernous sinus is a common cause of this clinical condition
and, similar to other OID lesions, intravenous steroid
treatment is the mainstay of care[11,34]. On T1 MRI, inflammation appears as an intermediate intensity lesion, as
inflammatory tissue replaces the normal high-intensity fat
at the orbital apex. Similar to other inflammatory pseudotumors, OID of the orbital apex appears hypointense
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Figure 13 Tolosa-Hunt syndrome, before and after treatment. A: Axial fatsuppressed contrast-enhanced T1 showing bilateral cavernous sinus infiltration
and enhancing tissue along the lateral margins of the cavernous sinus; B: Complete resolution after treatment.

11

affected patients[5].

12

CONCLUSION

13

OID or orbital pseudotumor, represents a group of heterogeneous inflammatory diseases, the exact etiology of
which is unknown. The condition may involve a number
of structures in the orbit, the clinical presentations and
imaging findings of which are variable and overlapping.
As OID is a diagnosis of exclusion, other pathologic
conditions affecting the orbit must be ruled out. Imaging plays an important role in evaluation of OID, with
proper identification of involved structures being a critical first step toward diagnosis. CT, MRI with fat suppression, and DWI all play a role in distinguishing OID from
other pathologies affecting the orbit. Treatment for OID
consists of pulsed corticosteroid therapy and the degree
of response may often provide clues as to the diagnosis.
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Core tip: Screening with computed tomography (CT)
recently demonstrated a mortality reduction in selected
patients with lung cancer, but there are several shortcomings of screening with CT (false positive findings,
high costs, radiation burden, shortage of capacity). In
contrast, chest radiography could be an ideal screening
tool in the early detection of lung cancer. It is widely
available, its radiation burden is negligible and there
is only a low rate of false positive findings. In contrast
to randomized controlled trials different large population- based cohort studies have shown a lung cancer
mortality reduction using chest radiography. In conclusion, early detection of lung cancer is also possible with
chest radiography.

Abstract
Lung cancer is a major health burden and early detection only bears the possibility of curative treatment.
Screening with computed tomography (CT) recently
demonstrated a mortality reduction in selected patients and has been incorporated in clinical guidelines. Problems of screening with CT are the excessive number of false positive findings, costs, radiation
burden and from a global point of view shortage of
CT capacity. In contrast, chest radiography could be
an ideal screening tool in the early detection of lung
cancer. It is widely available, easy to perform, cheap,
the radiation burden is negligible and there is only a
low rate of false positive findings. Large randomized
controlled trials could not show a mortality reduction,
but different large population-based cohort studies
have shown a lung cancer mortality reduction. It has
been argued that community-based cohort studies are
more closely reflecting the “real world” of everyday
medicine. Radiologists should be aware of the found
mortality reduction and realize that early detection of
lung cancer is possible when reading their daily chest
radiographs. Offering a chest radiograph in selected
scenarios for the early detection of lung cancer is
therefore still justified.

Gossner J. Lung cancer screening-don’t forget the chest radiograph. World J Radiol 2014; 6(4): 116-118 Available from: URL:
http://www.wjgnet.com/1949-8470/full/v6/i4/116.htm DOI: http://
dx.doi.org/10.4329/wjr.v6.i4.116

Lung cancer is a major health burden and early detection
only bears the possibility of curative treatment. Therefore
a screening test would be desirable. A number of older
studies have tested chest radiography and sputum cytology and most of them showed no reduction in mortality
compared to randomized control groups[1]. The publication of the results of the National Lung Screening Trial
(NLST), showing mortality reduction of 20% in patients
undergoing screening with low-dose chest computed
tomography (CT) in comparison to patients undergoing
chest radiography, renewed the interest in screening for
lung cancer[2]. Based on these results screening with CT
for selected patient groups has recently been incorporated in different clinical guidelines. For example the American Association of Thoracic Surgery advocates screening
with annual low-dose chest CT for smokers or former
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smokers with a 30-pack year history beginning at the
age of 55[3]. The main problem with CT screening is the
excessive number of false positive findings. In the first
two screening rounds of the NLST 27.3% and 27.8% of
participants showed suspect findings (i.e., a nodule measuring at least 4 mm). Of these nodules only 3.8% turned
out to be lung cancers (230 out of 7731 positive results).
This leads to high costs with further diagnostics and
causes considerable anxiety in affected individuals with
a suspect nodule. CT is also expensive per se and from
a global point of view not readily available everywhere.
Most health care systems will not be able to finance such
a CT-based screening program. The radiation burden due
to repeated CT scans should also be taken into account.
In contrast, chest radiography could be an ideal
screening tool in the early detection of lung cancer. It is
widely available, easy to perform, cheap, its radiation burden is negligible and there is only a low rate of false positive findings. As randomized controlled trials (RCT) have
shown no reduction in lung cancer mortality compared
to control groups it has been concluded by most investigators that screening with chest radiography is ineffective[1]. This view has been repeatedly challenged: most
RCT have shown a survival advantage for screened individuals because of a stage shift in diagnosed cancers[4,5].
Because RCT are prone to selection bias (selection of
highly motivated individuals and problem of generating
two comparable groups) population based cohort studies
may give a more realistic view of the situation in medical
care[5,6]. Recently, a group of Italian investigators presented their follow-up data of a large population based
cohort study[7]. Participation in this trial was offered to
all patients at risk for lung cancer (smokers with more
than 10 pack years between 45 and 75 years of age) by
their general practitioner. The trial consisted of a baseline
two view chest radiography and an annually repeated examination (single view) for the following four years. Five
thousand eight hundred and fifteen subjects participated
and follow up was 8 years. Compared to a statistical control population derived from the national health services
data there was a lung cancer mortality reduction of 18%
(172 deaths to lung cancer instead of 210 expected). Interestingly, there where only 3.4% false positive findings
and only 0.16% unnecessary invasive procedures[7]. There
are also several case-control studies from Japan showing
a reduction of lung cancer mortality between 40% and
60% using screening with chest radiography and sputum
cytology[8]. One population based case-control study
from Japan used X-ray screening only and found a lung
cancer mortality reduction of more than 20%[9]. Newer
technologies like digital radiography, bone suppression or
computer-aided nodule detection may further enhance
the sensitivity of chest radiography in the detection of
early lung cancer, but have not been adopted in the studies mentioned above[10]. Caro et al[11] calculated cost-effectiveness of lung cancer screening with chest radiography.
They concluded that even an achieved mortality reduction of 6% could be cost-effective.
In conclusion, radiologists should realize that screen-

WJR|www.wjgnet.com

ing with chest radiography leads to reduced lung cancer
mortality in population-based cohort studies. Radiologists
should be aware that early detection of lung cancer is
possible when reading their daily chest radiographs. And
in the clinically common scenario of a worried middle
aged smoker asking for lung cancer “screening” a chest
radiograph is still justified.
Despite the exiting results of the NLST there are
many unresolved issues with CT-based screening for lung
cancer (how to reduce false-positive findings, optimal
patient selection, long term outcome of screened patients, transferability of the results of the NLST to other
populations)[12]. Until more data from ongoing trials is
available, CT-based screening should therefore not be advocated and used cautiously only.
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Core tip: Elderly people are prone to accidental falls and
many fractures sometimes due to vitamin D deficiency.
In this narrative review we will discuss the role of skeletal muscle imaging in vitamin D-deficient individuals.
The aim of this paper is to improve and encourage the
role of radiologists in this field.
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Abstract

INTRODUCTION

Elderly people are prone to accidental falls and one
of the main risk factor is considered muscle weakness. Several studies focused on muscle weakness and
muscle morphology changes in the elderly that may be
associated with vitamin D deficiency. The prevalence of
vitamin D deficiency is higher than previously though
representing an important issue for public health and
prevention. There is an increased interest in vitamin D
effects in skeletal muscle and imaging modalities are
particularly involved in this field. In patients with vitamin D deficiency, ultrasound, computed tomography,
densitometry and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
can efficiently describe changes in muscle morphology
and size. Moreover, new imaging modalities, such as
MRI spectroscopy, may improve knowledge about the
metabolic effects of vitamin D in skeletal muscle. In
this narrative review we will discuss the role of skeletal
muscle imaging in vitamin D-deficient individuals. The
aim of this paper is to improve and encourage the role
of radiologists in this field.

Elderly people are prone to accidental falls. Many factors are involved in falls risks such as visual impairment,
neurological disorders, orthopaedic disabilities, and drug
effects. More than 33% of people aged over 65 fall each
year and this issue is closely related to muscle weakness[1].
It has been suggested that reduced muscle strength and
weakness may be associated with vitamin D deficiency,
which is common among elderly people[2]. Vitamin D
deficiency in adults primarily affects bone, up to osteomalacia in severe cases, due to the combination of bone
mineralization defects and resorption, the latter of which
is a result of secondary hyperparathyroidism[3]. Vitamin
D deficiency has also been associated with a decline in
physical performance and loss of muscle strength and
decreased muscle mass. Symptomatic myopathy can occur in osteomalacia, and a more subtle muscular impairment is often present in patients with moderate or mild
vitamin D deficiency[4].
Beside the vitamin D skeletal and extraskeletal effects[5], there is an increased interest on vitamin D effects
in skeletal muscle. Imaging modalities are particularly in-
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volved in this issue. Ultrasound (US), computed tomography (CT), densitometry and magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) can assess, with different physical principles the effects of vitamin D deficiency measuring changes in muscle morphology and size. Moreover, new imaging modalities, such as MRI spectroscopy, may improve knowledge
about metabolic effects of vitamin D in skeletal muscle
at a microscopical level. In this narrative review we will
discuss recent developments in skeletal muscle imaging
among elderly people with vitamin D deficiency.

soreness, myositis ossificans, muscle hernia, acute and
chronic exertion compartment syndromes, inflammatory and infectious diseases, tumours and non-neoplastic
masses is crucial to obtain the best information clinically
useful. The value of CT, US, MRI in each muscle disorder has to weighted up to take advantage of strengths
and weaknesses of the each technique and to understand
the appropriate place of modern imaging in the clinical
management of patients with muscle disease[9,10].
It is known that US, MRI, and CT are widely used
with different purposes to visualize the normal anatomy
of the musculo-skeletal system. However, in recent years,
new and technologically advanced imaging techniques
have been introduced for both clinical and research
purposes to study the muscular anatomy from a physiological and microscopical point of view. For example,
elastography has been introduced to assess the elastic
properties of tendons and muscles. Using MRI, diffusion
tensor imaging (DTI) has been introduced to study the
architecture of the skeletal muscle. The DTI technique
is based on the measurement of the apparent diffusion
of water in a (biological) tissue. It is concluded that DTI
fiber directions resemble fascicle directions visible in
high-resolution images very well. Indeed, on DTI images it is possible to observe and study specific features
of the skeletal muscle such as the pennate insertion on
the aponeuroses and the pennation angle[9,10]. DTI has
the potential to be introduced in biomechanical research
on skeletal muscle function. The imaging evaluation of
skeletal muscle is often performed on US. The use of
small-sized probes working in general at high frequencies
(frequency band 7-15 MHz) is suitable for very superficial
muscles. On the other hand, if a large and deep muscle
should be evaluated, for example, at the level of the lower limb it should be better to use low-frequency probes
with high penetration of the US-beam (frequency band
3.5-10 MHz). It is important to remember that to depict
the normal anatomy of a large wide muscle, such as the
biceps femoris and the sartorius, it is possible to use an
extended field-of-view which is an option frequently
available on the majority of US machines currently available. The advantage of US over MRI is that the muscle
may be studied “in vivo” in a relaxed status and during
contraction.

VITAMIN D AND SKELETAL MUSCLE
The role of vitamin D in bone health and mineral homeostasis has been well established. There is growing
evidence that vitamin D exerts several effects in skeletal
muscle, including enhanced muscle strength, function and
performance in general. Cell culture models suggested
muscle vitamin D role in calcium handling, proliferation
and differentiation, protection against insulin-resistance
and arachidonic acid mobilization[6]. Vitamin D probably
exerts its effects both indirectly, through calcium and
phosphate pathways, and directly via binding of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D (1,25D) to the vitamin D receptor,
that seems to be expressed in skeletal muscle cells, even
if this topic is still under research[5,6].
It has been supposed that the vitamin D relationship
with muscle strength may influence the increasing risk
of accidental falls in the elderly[6]. Vitamin D deficiency
is associated with proximal muscle weakness and reduction in performance speed, probably related to selective
muscle atrophy of type Ⅱ muscle fibers[5,6]. Moreover,
proximal muscle weakness in severe vitamin D deficiency
may be caused by secondary hyperparathyroidism and
consequent hypophosphatemia[5]. It has been reported
that proximal myopathy and muscle pain in subjects with
severe vitamin D deficiency resolve in most cases with vitamin D supplementation[7]. In addition, a recent systematic review focused on healthy adults reported that higher
25-hydroxyvitamin D levels may have a positive effect for
increasing muscle strength and reducing the incidence of
injuries, but further researches are needed to strengthen
these hypotheses[8]. It has also been suggested an association between low levels of vitamin D and fibromyalgia,
in particular among women, but more researches in this
field are still needed[7].
Therefore, vitamin D role in skeletal muscle and its
association with muscle weakness and falls are an active
area of research supported by clinical, biochemical and
imaging parameters.

STUDYING THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN VITAMIN D AND MUSCLES
WITH CLINICAL IMAGING
Changes in muscle morphology in patients with severe
vitamin D deficiency have been reported in literature. In
the elderly, muscular atrophy with fatty infiltration is associated with vitamin D deficiency. Muscle trophism can
be evaluated with clinical imaging modalities. In particular, to study the skeletal muscle with diagnostic imaging
several modalities may be used: US, CT, dual-energy X-ray
absorptiometry (DEXA) and MRI. The cross-sectional
area (CSA) of a muscle is normally used to evaluate mus-

SKELETAL MUSCLE IMAGING
Muscle imaging is complex and presents unique anatomical and morphological challenges, which require a continuous integration of dynamic, physiologic, and functional capabilities of modern imaging techniques. The
optimal use of US and MRI in various muscle disorders,
including muscle strains and tears, delayed onset muscle
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Table 1 Percentage of selective atrophy of thigh muscle in patients with vitamin D deficiency: Our clinical records
Rectus femoris
30%

Adductors

Semitendinosus

Semimembranosus

Biceps femoris

23%

8%

30%

8%

Gracilis

Sartorius

Note that the Gracilis muscle and the Sartorius muscle are spared.

cle size and volume. Moreover, CSA is directly related to
muscle strength[11]. MRI and CT can both assess CSA and
muscle composition with different physical principles. US
has a limited field-of-view: this limitation hampers direct
measurement of CSA of large muscles due to insufficient
visualization of the whole muscle bulk[11]. US, MRI and
CT can assess the presence of higher skeletal fat content
than in normal muscles. Fatty replacement may present
as a focal process or as a diffuse change involving one
group of muscle of the entire skeletal muscle, as largely
demonstrated for dystrophic muscle diseases[12]. Table 1
shows the prevalence of selective complete fatty degeneration and atrophy of the thigh muscles as recorded in
our clinical practice and as demonstrated in literature[4].
This review has been focused on vitamin D deficiency
and skeletal muscle, and it will not discuss the huge literature about skeletal muscle diseases.
We will discuss the role of each modality in assessing
skeletal muscle in vitamin D-deficient patient. Research
studies in literature frequently refers to skeletal muscle
and sarcopenia, a syndrome with loss of skeletal muscle
mass and strength that occurs in the elderly[13]. In severe
vitamin D deficient patients imaging of skeletal muscle
may overlap with that of sarcopenia.

D deficiency. We encourage research studies using US because this modality has the advantage of being available
even at bedside, cheap and easily repeatable.
CT and densitometry (DEXA)
Regarding CT it has been shown that radiological measures of bone health measured with quantitative CT were
not affected by persisting low vitamin D levels[18]. Nonenhanced CT scan of the pelvis demonstrated that the
fat content varied among the hip muscles, with an anteroposterior gradient from the hip flexors to the hip extensors. This gradient increased after fifty years of age. Higher fat content was associated with poorer performance
on physical tests, even after adjustment for the CSA of
the muscle. Figure 1 shows cross-sectional CT of thigh
muscles in a patient with vitamin D deficiency. Higher fat
content was also associated with greater age, higher bodymass index, and lower physical activity[19]. This data has
been supported by the data on muscle of the thigh and
vitamin D deficiency[4]. Using very sophisticated and new
techniques it has been found that the characteristic increase in osteoid-covered surfaces in vitamin D-deficient
bone hampers remodelling of the remaining mineralized
bone tissue. Using spatially resolved synchrotron bone
mineral density distribution analyses and spectroscopic
techniques, the bone tissue within the osteoid frame has a
higher mineral content with mature collagen and mineral
constituents, which are characteristic of aged tissue[20]. A
recent cross-sectional study demonstrated a positive correlation between 1,25D levels and total skeletal muscle
mass as measured on DEXA among subjects younger
than 65 years[21]. This was supported by greater isometric
knee extension moment in women with higher 1,25D levels. However, no association was found between 25D levels and muscle mass or strength or in those over 65 years
of age. Among 26 subjects with chronic kidney disease,
thigh muscle CSA on MRI correlated significantly with
a model including 1,25D levels, calcium levels, and daily
physical activity. Functional parameters assessing gait and
proximal musculature also independently correlated with
1,25D[7,21].

US
Using US it has been shown that quantitative muscle US
is a potential alternative for assessment of disease severity and progression in several muscular diseases. The main
findings in muscular diseases are increased echo intensity,
reflecting increased infiltration of fat or fibrous tissue in
muscles, and decreased muscle thickness, indicative of atrophy. Additional advantages of US are high discriminating ability, low cost, fast execution, and non-X-ray dependent nature. Structural abnormalities quantified with US
may reflect muscle function or strength[14-16]. Moreover,
US has been proposed as a reliable method for monitoring the extent of sarcopenia measuring muscle thickness,
especially of musculus vastus medialis and musculus intermedius[11].
However, muscular US has been shown to have several disadvantages regarding the reliability of the results in
terms of intra- and inter-observer agreement (Tagliafico
et al[9], personal communication).
US elastography assesses tissue stiffness before and
after compression[17]. Until now, there are limited data
about the use of elastography to assess normal and
pathologic skeletal muscle. However, it is likely that fatty
infiltration of a muscle determines global reduce stiffness, as suggested in studies on inflammatory myositis[17].
There are no significant radiological studies about US
assessment of skeletal muscle in individuals with vitamin
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MRI
By our group it has been shown that fatty degeneration
of thigh muscles detected on MRI was associated with
vitamin D deficiency and impaired balance and gait. Selective complete fatty degeneration of single muscles was
observed[4]. These data are also supported by previous
studies on muscle biopsy specimens[4].
Fatty replacement and atrophy can be evaluated with
MRI using a scoring system from 0 to 3 (grade 0 = normal appearance; grade 3 = severe changes)[4]. For illustra-
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Figure 1 Cross-sectional computed tomography at the level
of the middle thigh showing fatty degeneration and atrophy of
skeletal muscles in a vitamin D-deficient patient.

A

Figure 2 Magnetic resonance imaging of
two different grades of fatty degeneration and atrophy involving thigh muscle
in patients with vitamin D deficiency. A:
Grade 1 (less than 30% of the volume of
muscles involved); B: Grade 2 (30%-60% of
the volume of muscles compromised).

B

tion, Figure 2 shows MRI of two different grade of fatty
atrophy involving thigh muscle in patients with vitamin
D deficiency. The hypothesis that arose was that atrophy
of skeletal muscle fibers and their replacement by fat
tissue are the anatomic basis for the impairment in muscular performance described in older vitamin D-deficient
people[4]. It may supposed that fatty substitution related
to vitamin D deficiency may be the result of the lack
of the known trophic effects of vitamin D on skeletal
muscle cells[4]. If the thigh muscles are affected, the lack
of enough muscular bulk may hamper balance and gait.
Clinical scores were concordant with this observation.
Concerning technical MRI protocols we suppose that
a standard, patient-friendly protocol, including T1 and
T2 weighted sequences may be sufficient for the followup of elderly people with potential vitamin D deficiency.
In another study of 366 older patients receiving MRI of
one shoulder for the investigation of potential rotator
cuff injury, a correlation between higher fatty infiltration
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of rotator cuff muscles and lower serum levels of 25D
was reported[22]. After multivariate linear regression analysis, this association remained statistically significant in
two muscle groups (i.e., supraspinatus and infraspinatus
muscles) but only among those whose MRI also demonstrated a full-thickness rotator cuff tear (228 patients).
Conventional MRI shows distribution pattern of fatty
degeneration and it can be used for disease monitoring
after treatment. Moreover, MRI allows standardize image protocols that can be useful to engage diagnostic or
monitoring multi-centric trials.
New MRI sequences such as diffusion, perfusion and
spectroscopy may improve the role of MRI in muscular
evaluation of vitamin D role. In particular, spectroscopy
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) may provide
metabolic information on the musculoskeletal system.
Phosphorus-31 MRS (31P-MRS) is a noninvasive technique that allows observation of mitochondrial function
and oxidative phosphorylation in vivo. Based on the hy-
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pothesis that a suboptimal mitochondrial function may
lead to myopathy in vitamin D-defiecient subjects, a recent study used 31P-MRS to observe that cholecalciferol
therapy in vitamin D-deficient subjects improved both
mitochondrial oxidative function and symptoms of myopathy and fatigue[23]; this result represented a direct sign
of a link between vitamin D and mitochondria in skeletal muscle. Therefore, MRS lead to improve knowledge
about vitamin D effects on skeletal muscle.

4

5

6

CONCLUSION

7

Many studies examined the specific effects of vitamin D
on muscle function and physical performance. However,
a very important review stated that comparing these
studies is made very difficult by the variety of outcome
measures used to assess muscle function[7]. We believe
that including the role of diagnostic imaging to study the
anatomy of skeletal muscle and not only its function may
add new insights into vitamin D and muscle relationships.
It has been suggested an association between vitamin D
deficiency and structural muscle changes such as atrophy
and fatty infiltration, both of which can be detected with
cross-sectional imaging[12]. However, there are several
confounders as, for example, disuse, drug use and denervation. Moreover, skeletal muscle is a highly metabolic
tissue that respond not only to vitamin D effects, but
to a variety of hormones and factors including, but not
limited to, IL-6, brain-derived neurotrophic factor, insulin, glucocorticoids, thyroid hormones[7]. Each factor and
hormone contributes and influences muscle differentiation, metabolism and function, through well known and
emerging mechanisms[7]. In addition, one of the main
topic is that imaging modalities can’t yet differ between
extracellular fat and intracellular fat, of important pathophysiological significance[7].
On the other hand, imaging modalities permit to
monitor muscle changes in size and tissue architecture.
Moreover, new imaging modalities such as MRS may improve the knowledge about the direct effects of vitamin
D on skeletal muscle.
In conclusion, we believe that the use of diagnostic
imaging should be strongly encouraged to have radiological outcomes added to clinical and biochemical outcomes. Additional studies are needed to determine the
exact role of imaging in the care of patients with vitamin
D deficiency.
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Psoas muscle metastasis from cervical carcinoma:
Correlation and comparison of diagnostic features on FDGPET/CT and diffusion-weighted MRI
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tion. The psoas muscle metastatic involvement was
proven histopathologically. Thus, enhanced glucose
metabolism and restricted diffusion in the newer noninvasive molecular imaging modalities (e.g. , PET/CT
and DWI-MRI) could serve as valuable adjunctive parameters in diagnosing this entity in the absence of a
focal abnormality in the anatomical modalities. In the
treatment response monitoring scenario, FDG-PET/CT
demonstrated near complete resolution following administration of 3 cycles of systemic chemotherapy and
local external radiotherapy.
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Abstract
Psoas muscle metastasis, though rare, is the commonest site of skeletal muscle involvement in cervical carcinoma. The appropriate clinical management of this
condition, particularly of the pain related to malignant
psoas syndrome, is still evolving and the diagnostic features on conventional morphological imaging modalities
are often non specific, with the differential diagnosis
lying between sarcoma, hematoma, and abscess. In
this report, a comparison of various morphofunctional
imaging modalities was made. Fluorodeoxyglucosepositron emission tomography (FDG-PET)/computed
tomography (CT) was the first to suspect disease involvement of the psoas muscle, demonstrating intense
FDG uptake (compared with the contralateral muscle),
while ultrasound showed heterogeneous echotexture,
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed subtle
altered signal intensity in the right psoas muscle. Both
anatomical imaging modalities and non contrast CT of
the PET-CT examination demonstrated a bulky psoas
muscle, without any focal abnormality. On diffusionweighted imaging of MRI (DWI-MRI), restricted diffusion of the involved muscle was an important observa-
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Core tip: Psoas muscle metastasis, though unusual,
forms the commonest site of skeletal muscle involvement in cervical carcinoma. The present communication describes the comparative diagnostic features of
this relatively unusual but important entity on newer
non-invasive molecular imaging modalities such as
fluorodeoxyglucose-positron emission tomography/
computed tomography (CT) and diffusion-weighted imaging of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as well as
the conventional imaging modalities (e.g. , ultrasound,
CT and MRI). Currently, there is a lack of characteristic
diagnostic imaging features on conventional imaging
modalities which have been nonspecific in this domain,
and the differential diagnosis includes sarcoma, hematoma, and abscess, thus the newer molecular imaging
approaches need critical exploration and comparison.
Basu S, Mahajan A. Psoas muscle metastasis from cervical
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2

1

INTRODUCTION
Skeletal muscle metastasis from cervical carcinoma is
a rare event (less than 1% incidence), the most common being the involvement of the psoas muscle. There
is a lack of characteristic diagnostic imaging features
on conventional imaging modalities which have been
nonspecific in this domain and the differential diagnosis
includes sarcoma, hematoma, and abscess[1-6]. Thus the
features of this relatively unusual but important entity
on newer non-invasive molecular imaging modalities [e.g.,
positron emission tomography/computed tomography
(PET/CT) and diffusion-weighted imaging of magnetic
resonance imaging (DWI-MRI)] need critical exploration
and comparison.
Figure 2 Ultrasound of the abdomen demonstrating a bulky right psoas
muscle with heterogenous echotexture.

CASE REPORT
A 52-year-old female, who presented with bleeding per
vaginum 2 years previously and was diagnosed with squamous cell cervical carcinoma grade ⅢB, had undergone
external radiation therapy (40 Gy over 20 times) to the
pelvis and cisplatinum-based chemotherapy (concluded
in 2011). She recently complained of pain in both thighs
which was not relieved by analgesics and was referred for
fluorodeoxyglucose-PET (FDG-PET)/CT for evaluation
of disease status. On the whole-body survey with a fullring dedicated LYSO-based time of flight PET-CT scanner, intense FDG uptake (Figure 1) was noted in the right
psoas muscle [maximal standardized uptake value (SUVmax): 13.79 g/mL], in addition to foci in the prevertebral
(SUVmax: 4.26 g/mL), left paraaortic (SUVmax: 3.64
g/mL), peribronchial and hilar lymph nodes. Metabolically active lesions in the right psoas muscle were further
correlated radiologically: transverse and longitudinal grey
scale ultrasound images (Figure 2) revealed a bulky right
psoas muscle showing heterogeneous echotexture. On
MRI (Figure 3), axial T1W and coronal T2W sequences
revealed a bulky right psoas muscle (arrowhead) and altered signal intensity. On axial DWI there was evidence of
restricted diffusion in the involved muscle (Figure 3C and
3D). Ultrasound-guided fine needle aspiration cytology of
the right psoas muscle confirmed the presence of squamous cell carcinoma in the described lesion. Follow-up
FDG-PET/CT was undertaken for treatment response
monitoring, where FDG-PET/CT (Figure 4) demonstrated near-complete resolution of FDG uptake in the psoas
muscle as well as the other foci following administration
of 3 cycles of systemic chemotherapy and palliative local
external radiotherapy (20 Gy over 5 times in 1 wk).
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DISCUSSION
The various factors attributed to the relative rarity of
skeletal muscle metastasis in a malignant process include:
(1) contractility of muscles leading to turbulent blood
flow; (2) unfavorable pH; and (3) the presence of protease inhibitors[2]. The peer-reviewed literature on psoas
muscle metastasis in the context of carcinoma cervix is
limited, primarily emphasizing the diagnostic dilemma in
differentiating this entity mainly from post-irradiation abscess and sarcoma[1-6]. The challenges and refractoriness
of the pain related to malignant psoas syndrome arising
from a background of cervical carcinoma has been another aspect that has been described in the form of case
reports[7-9] with one report describing a good outcome
with combined surgical excision and adjuvant radiation
therapy.
The psoas muscle involvement mimicking abscess and
an aggressive course has been primarily described in the
context of HIV-positive women, though recent reports
have also demonstrated this in HIV-negative women as
well[3-5]. Contrast-enhanced CT, MRI and ultrasound have
all been utilized in this area with variable success and
non-specific findings. In one report[3], contrast-enhanced
CT demonstrated a well-defined hypo-dense lesion with
peripheral enhancement, suggesting psoas abscess. MRI
findings were also suggestive of abscess, though FDGPET imaging was not undertaken in this case. In our
case, FDG-PET/CT demonstrated intense FDG uptake
corresponding to the lesion that was clearly distinctive
in demonstrating the lesion (when compared with the
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Figure 1 Whole body fluorodeoxyglucose-positron emission tomography/computed tomography. This first suggested
disease involvement of the psoas muscle demonstrating intense
FDG uptake (compared with the contralateral muscle). In addition, FDG foci are noted in the prevertebral, left paraaortic, peribronchial and hilar lymph nodes. FDG: Fluorodeoxyglucose.

6 cm

6 cm

A

6 cm

Figure 3 Magnetic resonance imaging. Axial T1W and coronal
T2W equence (A and B) reveals a bulky right psoas muscle (arrowhead) and shows altered signal intensity. On axial diffusion
weighted images (C and D) there is e/o restricted diffusion in the
involved segment.

B

D

C
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Figure 4 Follow-up fluorodeoxyglucose-positron emission tomography/computed tomography following administration of 3 cycles of systemic chemotherapy
and local external radiotherapy demonstrating near-complete resolution of the fluorodeoxyglucose uptake in the psoas muscle as well as other foci.
raphy (FDG-PET/CT) demonstrated near-complete resolution of FDG uptake in
the psoas muscle as well as the other foci following administration of 3 cycles
of systemic chemotherapy and local external radiotherapy.

contralateral muscle), while ultrasound showed heterogeneous echotexture and MRI showed subtle altered signal
intensity in the right psoas muscle. Both the anatomical
imaging modalities and the non contrast CT of the PETCT examination demonstrated a bulky psoas muscle. Restricted diffusion of the involved segment on DWI-MRI
was an important observation in addition to altered signal
intensity on conventional MRI. Thus, in the absence
of any focal abnormality on the anatomical modalities,
enhanced glucose metabolism and restricted diffusion
in the newer non-invasive molecular imaging modalities
(e.g., PET/CT and DWI-MRI) could serve as a valuable
adjunct parameter in diagnosing this important entity.

Experiences and lessons

In addition to demonstrating a relatively unusual site of metastasis, the present
report illustrates the comparative diagnostic features of this relatively unusual
but important entity on newer non-invasive molecular imaging modalities such as
FDG-PET/CT and diffusion-weighted imaging of magnetic resonance imaging as
well as the conventional imaging modalities (e.g., ultrasound, CT and magnetic
resonance imaging).

Peer review

This is an interesting case. Well written, and good length as a case report.
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